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CHAPTER I 
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF LETTERS SIXTY-ONE TO ORE-HUNDRED SIX 
Henr,y of Anjou's newly acquired England, "a chaos of pillage and blood-
shed,"l a country crippled and enervated by an era of intrigue and anarchy, 
relaxed, and took a deep breath. With renewed faith and confidence both 
people and land looked forward to the coming spring. of 1155, for a firm hand 
bad taken the helm at Westminster that eventful December day of 1154. Hie 
prowess as a warrior had been ablT demonstrated, and hia exhausted people 
seemed to baTe no misgivings as to his ability &8 a statesman. HenI7, on his 
part, mst have looked with SOlIlething akin to despair at the task that faced 
him. The machinery of the state-legal, constitutional, and administrative--
was at a deadlock. "To bring under subjection once and for alLthe remnant 
. of the disturbing forces which had caused the catastrophe, and render them 
powerless for future harm:--to disinter from the mass of ruin the political 
fragments of social and political organization and build upon them a secure 
and lasting fabric of adm1 ni stration and law: ,,2 this was the challenge to 
Hen17" s statesmanship when but tllentT-two. It was his task "to bring order 
out of chaos, life out of decq. ,,3 How great was the exhaustion of societT 
is evident from the fact that although there was an interregnua of almost two 
1 John R. Greene, ! Short Histou of lb!. English People. Chicago, A. L. Burt 
Co., 130. 
2 Kate Norgate, En,gland under the Ansevin K1n&a, New York, Macmillan and 
COIDp&nT, 1887, 1. 408 •. 
.3 Ibid., 1. 408. 
1 
JIOnthe4 and Stephen' s aercenary troops were roaming the countr78ide, still 
"no man laid hands on his neighbor ... 5 ICeen, judicious, and energetic, he 
2 
lost no time in putting an end to the disorders of Stephen' s reign~ His un-
cle's disastrous failure had shown how rltal. to England t s prosperity was the 
strong and ruthless despotism. which the 10l"JUD kings had set up. The power 
of the crown had been prond necess&r7. It seead the 01117 lI8.7 to save Eng-
land from ~hy. H8Ill7 saw this very clear17; hence, all his energies were 
directed towards "the restoration and confirmation of all liberties and cus-
toms in Church and state as settled by his srandtather."6 He endeaTored to 
establish a kingly government, unembarrassed by ~ prirl.lege of order or 
class, admi Distered by royal. servants, and in whose public _dmi 01 stration the 
nobles acted simply as delegates of a sovereign. 
In the initial. realization of this plan of action he was singularly suc-
cessful. "The first eight years of his reign passed happily and with little 
incident. The great energy of Henry had not procured him personal enemies 
nor had yet eaten inwards ... 7 Thus it is that a span of rather uneventful 
years fol"JllS the background of this particular group of John of Salisb1U'7 t s 
correspondence, a translation of which comprises the second chapter of this 
work. Letters 61-106 cover the years from. the swmaerof 1156 to the 1d.D.ter 
days of 1159. During these years England 1f&8 slowly finding herself once 
4 Stephen died on the 25th of October, 1154, and Henry did not cross over un-
tU soaetime later and 1f&8 crowned 1A Westminster on the 8th of Deceaber, 
1154. See Gervase of Canterbury, 1. 159. 
5 Gervase of CanterbU1"7, 1. 159. 
6 Kate Horgate, England under the Ancevin Kings, Hew York, Jlacmillan and Com.-
P8D7, 1887, 1. 427. 
7 Hillaire Be11oc, ! Histon S!l England, lew York, G. P. Putnaa' 8 Sons, 1925, 
2. 190. 
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produced in defense of claims were treated as waste paper. 9 He gaTe quarter 
in no direction. In these first 78ars of restoration there was always erl.-
dent on HenI7's part, a desire to lose nothing that had come to him. by in-
heritance or marriage; no right would he give u.p, no claillllOuld he allow to 
lapse. It mattered not at all whether the land in question had been bestow 
on the recipient bY' Empress KathUda or bY' Kiag Stephen. HeDr7 was inexora-
ble; all cUi ms had to be relinquished. At Archbishop Theobald's suggestion 
Tholl&8 of London-"a man endowed with lIWl1' brilliant and serviceable gifts; 
a man of business, versatile, politic"lO--was appointed chancellor of the 
king. In this year also de Diceto notes one other event--the destruction of 
six castles belonging to Bishop H8IlI7 of Winchester.ll Kention is made by' 
John of Salisbury of an abrupt departure from English shores on the part of 
Bishop HenrY' in one of his letters dated 1157. Writing for Archbishop 'l'beo-
bald in that 78ar, 12 John pleads with hill to return to his wandering flock 
and, gent17 rebuld.ng hill, obserYes that "the ruin of souls is by far more de-
plorable than the destruction of wall •• nl) This destruction of walls avid 
17 refers to the six castles d.estro78d by H88r7. What prompted Bishop Henr,y 
to leaTe England the chronicler does not tell U8, nor does Horgate hazard 
gue... Poole suggests that the 1d.ng' s intimation of tald n.g the Bishop's cu-
t1es from biJIl was the evident cause of his sudden departure and mentions that 
9 Ibid., 1. 428. 
10 WUliaa Stubbs, I!.!. CoMtitutional Histo17 g! Eng] yd, Oxtord, 1897, 
1. 498. 
11 "Henricus Wintonensis episcopus absque l1centia regis recessit ab Angl1a; 
1d.eoque sex castella diruta sunt. fI R. de Diceto, !Jp&ines H1storiarua 
1. 301. 
12 See Letters 76, 77, 78. 
1) Ibid., 77. 
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he (the Bishop) had sent on his treasure secret17 betore bia.14 This se_ 
to indicate that the trip was planned and purposeful. A letter of the tall 
of this TSar, 1156, alao indicates that John, Secret817 to Archbishop Theo-
bald, upon a visit to the papal court had obtained at Perentino the pledge 
and papal bull conferring the investiture ot Ireland on King Hellr7 II as we 
learn in letter 62 as well as in the )(etalo&1con.15 Of this right Henr,r did 
not make 1aaediate use, bu.t it served him. in good stead in later years when 
he wished to escape the 1ll-fa'YOr brought on his head through the JIlU"der ot 
Thomas Becket. At the turn ot the year Henr)" crossed the channel, his atten-
tion directed to Normandy. 
Kate Norgate characterizes the .,.ar 1156-1157, the year ot Hem'7' s ab-
sence on the continent, as a year "without a histo17. "16 The winter of 1156 
witnessed the attempted pacification ot H8Ilr7'8 brother, Geoffrey, who was 
asserting his right to his patrimonial posaessions.17 In letter 61 John ot 
Sal1sbur,y, writing to the Bishop of Norwich, refers to this trouble of Henr,r 
with his brother and to his efforts to mend the garment, "mala sarta, tI ot 
traternal. good will. In response to the reJIOnstrances of Theobald to the t 
levied tor H8Dl7' s expedition, John also tells the Bishop that H8Ilr7 would. 
like to acquiesce in the suggestions ot Archbishop Theobald but that Henr,r's 
expenses will not permit hla to remit the 8cutage which he is demanding. 
1..4 W1ll1aa Hunt, "Helll7 of Blois, It Dictionary 2! National BiographlJ 9. 567. 
15 John ot Salisbur7, lIetalogicon 1. 4. 42. 
16 Kate Morgate, England under l!!!. Ayni.n Kings, 1. 430. 
17 H8Dl7 had inherited Aajou, Ilaine, and Touraine from. his father and was 
pledged to give these up when he cam.einto complete possession of his 
mother's heritage, England. This oath he refused to keep and obtained a 
release trom. it from. the pope on the ground that the oath had been extort-
ed from. him. See Kate Norgate, England under il!!. gevin Kings J 1. 444. 
6 
Here, in this connection, an iJIportant question in the history of Eng-
lish taxation com.es to the fore--the origin of IIscutage. II The term. IIscutage tl 
or II shield lIOnel''' was oo..,nly u.ed in 1159 when the siege of 1'oulou.e was in 
progress. Some historians connect its institution with an earlier expeditio 
the Welsh campaign of 11S?; 18 all acknowledge its existence in connection 
the campaign against 1'oulou.e Where it is m01lJ1 as the "Great Scutage." How 
letter 61 of John of Salisbl117 was written tour years before the siege, in 
1156, and is cited by Kate Horgate19 to prove that this practice was observed 
there earlier than 1159, and that there was a ".cutage" levied in 1156 b7 
HelU7 to enable h1lIl to carr7 on his expedition agairlst Geoftre7. tis claiJa 
can be further supported b7 Stubb.20 who mentions that the Pipe Roll ot the 
second year of HeD.17 II, with the account eading at llichaelmas of 1156, ahows 
little ditference in general taxation from. the sort foud in the roll of 
Henry I with the exception of the word "soutage" which did not appear in 1130. 
'!'his indicates that the assessment of the k:nights' fees waa then in uae. 
1'he division of opinion ae... to rest on the definition and extent of 
the term. aoutage, for according to common opjrdon the "acutage" of 1156 was 
limited ma1n17 to spiritual baronies, i.e., land hdd b7 churcbaen as a grut 
fro. the ld.ng. The prelates who h~d their tiefs subject to miUtar,y aervice 
were permitted to compoup,d b7 a monel' pqment. Scutage in thia fol'll. was ex-
acted stringently upon the lm1ghta' fees ot those baronies held b7 the Churc~. 
18 W. H. S. Aubre7, !!!!. ~ and Growth 2! ~ English Nation, Hew York, 
D. Appleton and COlDPlUV', 1896, 1. 10. 183;. B. Adau, Riston 2! Egland , 
London, Longmans Green and CODlpID.7, 1905, 1. 269. 
19 Kate Norgate, Enaland under y!!. Wevin Kinas, 1. 432. 
20Williaa Stubbs, Constitutional Riston 2! Eyland, 1. 491. 
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FurtherJlOre it seau the practice was stlpported wholeheartedlY' bY' ThOJU.s, the 
chancellor;21 wa8 trowned tlpon bY' Archbishop Theobald, as we learn trom John 
ot Sal1sb\U'1';22 aad, at a later date, the "Great SCtltage" ot 1159 was the oc-
casion ot John's incurring the stern disapproval ot lting Henr;y. 
As the Y'ear ot 1156 drew to a close, Theobald tound himself in serious 
trouble with Rome23 but ot the nature ot the trouble nothing W88 known save 
that "detractors were at work" in the sWlDT land over the sea and that 'fbeo-
bald W88 greatlY' perturbed. To silence his enemies he sent John to Rome to 
intercede in his behalt with Pope Adrian. John's journeY' IlU.st have been et-
fective for the matter closed with letter 70. 
The months of 1157-1158 are marked bY' several minor incidents. Back 
once again in England in the spring ot 1157, HeftrY' settled an old 8core with 
the countY' ot Wales; and tbotlgb his troops tled fro. the Welah in disgrace-
fill panic, the Welsh prince, Owen, de_ad it prudent to make peace with him. 
Soon after, the King ot Scota did homage at Chester; the tina! surrender of 
Borthwaberland and Cwaberland was made; and JIalcola, King ot the Scots, re-
ceived as the inheritance of his grandmother, the COWltY' ot Hwltingdon.24 
Thus the turn of the rear toed ever,. bit ot land lost to the crown in 
Stephen's reign back once .ore in the possession ot Henr;y. The closing feast 
of the year was celebrated with great spleAdor and garety at London. Henr,y 
wore his crown in the Church of St. Ifar7 in the suburb at WigtON. It was to 
21 Belloc, Riston 2! England, 2. 
Kings, 1. 461; Williaa Stubbs, 
22 John of Sal1sb\U'1', Letter 61. 
23 Ibid., Letters 67; 68; 69; 70. 
191; Kate Borgate, England under ~ ~em 
Constitutional Historz !!! England, 1. 494. 
24 William Stubbs, Constitutional Ristorz 2! Eyland, 1. 493. 
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this ceremony of "crown wearing" that letter 80 of December, 1157, probab17 
has reference.25 In this letter John, writing to his friend, John Belmeis, 
Treasurer of York, warns him to haTe nothing to do with any attempt of Roger, 
Archbishop of York, to crown HenrT in the province of CanterburT. This mat-
ter of the coronation is discussed adequate17 in the introductorT note of 
letter 80; consequentlT there is no need to give it attention here. other 
than the warning to John Belmeis there is little historical _terial found 
in the nine letters of 1157. Three of the nine letters, dealing with Theo-
bald's urgent plea that Henrl return to his orphaned diocese, were treated 
earlier in this chapter. 
He1lr7 remained at hQllle until June of the following lear, 1158, when once 
again he was drawn overseas, this time b7 the death of his brother, GeoffreT, 
whom. in 1156 he bad satisfied with compensation in moneT. At that time he 
bad also granted GeoffreT permission to accept the invitation of the men of 
the eastern part of Britannr to make biaself Count of Nantes. 26 Ris object 
this t1me was to secure his brother's inheritance. EarUer in the 78ar 
Thomas had. been dispatched with 8D impressiTe retinue to secure the hand of 
the intant princess, Margaret of France, for Henry's eldest SOll.27 The em-
bassy was successful and Henr.y in the late summer made a formal visit to the 
court of King Louis where he was receiTed and the betrothal was celebrated 
with due pomp and cereDlODY'. In England itself the 78ar is uneventful, 
25 John of Salisbar,J, Letter 80 
26 Cambridge lIeciieval Riston, 5. 556. 
27 For an interesting account of this embassy and of the impression created 
bT Thomas, see Kate lorgate, Ensland under !!!! ArlseT1.}} Kings, 1. 446-448. 
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"marked by nothing more important than a new i8sue ot coinage. ,,28 The 1e&r 
closed a happy one tor the partie8 on both aides ot the strait. 
In John's letters ot this 18ar one point only calls tor cOlaent. He 
brings to light a case opened during the reign ot King Stephen. In letter 88 
Theobald" in relating the appeal and ca8e ot 08bert, Archdeacon ot York, who 
had been accu8ed ot poi8oning his archbi8hop, W1l11am Fitz Herbert, stated 
that as the accu8ation had been made at an earlier date in the pre8ence ot 
King Stephen, the king had iaBediatel1 declared that the case was re8erYed to 
the 18.1 court" and had 8et the day tor the hearing ot the ca8e. Meanwhile" 
in the interval elapsing between the above incident and the day' reserved tor 
the hearing ot the case, Stephen died, and Theobald in letter 88 aention8 
that it was with great cl1tticulty and at a great risk that the case had been 
wrested trOll. Henry's jurisdiction to be heard in the ecclesiastical court. 
Thus, in this letter .t 1158 there is a tore shadowing ot the struggle, 
which eventuated in 1163 in the bitter quarrel between Archbishop Thoma8 
Becket and HenI7 II over the qu.estion ot criminous clerks. For SO.8 tiae 
the treatment ot crt mi nal clerks had been a matter ot difficulty. The ec-
clesiastical courts would not shed blood and were apt to let such accused 
clerks oft with a light sentence, tor they were able to inflict only spirit-
ual penalties.29 At the CouncU ot Westminster in October, 1163, Thomas 
bitterly opposed the measure demanded by Henry and his advisers,,30 tor Thomas 
28 Ibid." 1. 453. 
29 WUl1aa Stubbs, Constitutional Histon !! England" 1. 500. 
30 H8Il17 demanded that "accused clerks should answer the accusation in the 
lay court, that they should be handed over to the ecclesiastical court 
tor trial and judpent, and that it the accused were tound guilty, he 
should be degraded and given up to the secular power tor punishment." 
See Cambridge Medieval HistoU, 5. 558. 
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saw in it an intringe.nt on the rights of the Church, and declared that it 
"would be bringing Christ again before Pontius Pilate." Henr.y left the &s-
semb17 in anger. Later on in the Constitutions of Clarendon the question 
again caused bitter strite. 
the 78ar 1159 witnessed the siege of Toulouse, the exaction of the "Great 
Scutage," the death of Pope Adrian IV --J obn t s close friend and the onl7 EDg-
lish Pope to rule from the throne of Peter--the election of Alexander III, 
and the outbreak of the schis.. lIinor events to be noted are the return of 
Helll7, Bishop of Winchester, to his post atter near11 four 78ars of absence, 
the gradual faUure of Theobald's strength from whose dying hands the reins 
of control were slow11 slipping, and John's distress consequent upon the 
ro1al displeasure which bad been visited upon his head. 
The court of C&nterburr, it the letters of John are arrr gauge, was af-
fected to no great extent b7 the major events of the )"8ar. Through the ef-
forts of Arnult of Lisieox H81U7 was persuaded to recognize Alexander In as 
the rightful Pope, and the impending storm from that direction was averted. 31 
Contr8l7 to what one would expect, John t s letters of 1159, however, are 
filled with references to his personal trouble with his sovereign. 'lbe JI&-
joritY' of historians prefer to gloss oyer the 1Ih7 and wherefore of the mis-
understanding. John answers the question in a general W&1 bY' ironicall1 
remarking that it is to Arnult of Lisieux that he owes gratitude for the 
ro1al displeasure)2 John returned from a 'Visit to the papal court in 1159, 
and !mill erldent17 Mde a report of his activities to the king who was 
31 Kate Norgate, England uder ~ ADcedn Kip,., 1. 502. 
32 Letters 89-106. 
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still absent on the continent. This placed John in such danger that "to staT 
in England was unsafe, to escape impossible or very difficult. "33 Kate Nor-
gate advances the idea that indignation against the scutage ot' 1159, which WM 
levied on all Church lands without distinction ot tenure, was bitter and deep 
on the part ot all the clera. John in a later letter 8Orrowtu1l7 remarked 
that this impost was the beginning of Henrl' s misdoings against the Church. 
He reproached his friend 'l'homas that his share in it34 was what he had to 
35 
expiate so bitterlT, that his subsequent troubles were a judgment on that 
account. It John denounced this exactiop in strong terms, as we can conclude 
he did, he could not have tailed to sutter at least temporal disgrace. He 
was accused, so we leam, trom his letter to Peter ot Celle, ot being too 
solicitous that the ecclesiastical partl assert more emphaticallT the privi-
leges of the Church. 
To the unsympathetic reader of our centurl, John's anxious concern and 
deep despondencT seem a little exaggerated, but the knowledge that the soul 
ot his true and tried triend, Theobald, was slipping its bonds probablT added 
greatlT to his depression. Helen Waddell puts the matter so dettl1 that she 
can well be quoted. Referring to John's plight she s81'8: " ••. John, secretar)" 
to the dying Archbishop ot CanterburT, cumbered with the whole administration 
of the metropolitan see (Iletalogicon 1. prol.) alread7 tighting Henr,r tor the 
immtudtie8 ot the Church, tell under the 1d.ag'. displeasure, was suspended, 
33 Letters 96. 
34 Thomas was believed to have been an ardent supporter ot the idea, it not 
its originator. See. Kate Norgate, Eesland UDder ~ gavin Kings,!. 461; 
Stubbs, Constitutional Histo;r:x !l. England. 1. 494. 
35 Kate Norgate, England gnder y!! gavin Kings. 1. 461. 
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and left to struggle witb his debts •.•• ,,30 
His letters of that rear were !':Uled with references to tbe cloud of 
disapp~OVal which covered him. 37 Frantically, so it seemed, he tapped all 
possible avenues of asaistance--the Pope, Cardinal Boso, Thomas Becket, 
Abbot Peter, Ernulf (Becket's secretary)-begging them all to intercede witb 
King Henry for him. Toward the end of 1159 he apparent17 regained his com-
posure; he decided to remain at Theobald's side, to ride the storm, and to 
occupy hiuelf in his enforced leisure nth his beloVed ,books. "Henry would 
confiscate his property and beggar his kinsmen but atter that there was no 
.,re that he could do. Instans Tu8lUlllS is helpless before a scholar. ,,38 
Thus, through the pages of John's lstters there is mirrored not onl7 
the events of English history, but the characters of the men who, helped to 
fashion the story of twelfth century England. There is Henry II, tbe keen, 
energetic, coarse-fibered man of business. There is Bishop Henry of Winches-
ter, brother ot the late King Stephen and a one-time potent influence in 
England. But the powerful voice is silenced, for its o'Wller, Sincerely- re-
pent ant of the part played in tbe intrigue of the last quarter of the century, 
is keenly aware that the generation that had been young with him is rapidly-
passing away, and that only the primate and he are lett alone, .like surri. vors 
ot a past age, in the presence ot the 70unger generation represented b7 Henr7 
of Anjou. Bernard of Cla1rveaux is there, in the spirit not in the fiesh, 
36 Helen Waddell, ftJohn of Sal1sbu17," EssaY! ~ Studies, Oxford (1928) 
13. 31. 
37 See Letters 91, 94, 96, 101, 103, 104, 105, 106. 
38 Helen Waddell, "John of Sal1sbu.ry," Essan ~ Studies, OxtON (1928) 
13. 35. 
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tor Clairveaux, lithe 'Bright Valle1' , to which men had looked from most lands 
tor light &llid the darkness, II had recent17 become "a valle1' of the shadow of 
death as its light passed awa1' with St. Bernard."39 Thomas ot Canterbur,r 
fades in and out of these pages with his irresistible personalit1', his vivid 
imagination, his dauntless spirit and guileless heart--"a standing marvel 
to his contemporaries for the chancellor's frivolity was all on the surface 
of his ille; -ita inner depths were pure; ,,40 and because of that singlenes_ 
otpurpose his strength was to be that of ten in his hour of need. Theobald, 
the gentle, relined scholar, the patient, resourceful priaate, the loyal 
adviser of Hel1r1', who had gUided the Charch through so ~ troubled waters, 
is relaxi ng his grip on the hela and slipping aW8.1' fro. the England he loved 
so well. Peter of Celle, the companion of John.' s YOWlg manhood, the trusted 
confidante to whom John. peIls some of his BOst delightful and arresting let-
ters, i_ quiet11' ruling his monasterT at Celle preferring not to fish in 
troubled waters. When John had departed into England and had become a figure 
among the great ones at the court, Peter wrote affectionate11' and wistfullT 
to him in this wise: 
••• Time was 1'OU said you loved this place above all other places. You have 
greater friends now, but I lo~ you first. It was not JDT substance I shared 
with ,ou, it was 1Iq heart. . . • _ 
Last11', there is John to be reckoned with, the one-time confidential 
secretary to the pope, an important official in the documentar,y department 
of the Curia, the contempor&rT or Saint Bernard, an able politician and 
39 Kate Norgate, EP&1and under ~ Angevin ICings, 1. 4.00. 
40 Ibid., 398. 
41 Peter of Celle, Epist. 72, Migne, 202. c 519. Translated b1' Helen 
Waddell. 
ecclesia.tic, and the intimate counsellor of Archbishop Theobald. His Whole 
life had been passed in the company ot great men, and he had been present at 
most of the exciting and significant scenes of his da1'. Yet he himself did 
not beco_ great. Might it be that "his essential detachment was responsi-
ble, tor lihUe his bod1' and a part ot his mind moved in the twelfth century, 
his heart was torever ranging among his beloved classics"142 John hims.lf 
s •• ms to aftirm this conjecture ot Lloyd f. in his observation to his triend, 
Thomas Becket. • 
••• Marvel not that I climb no single step ot t.hat. stair whereb1' alone 
men ris •••• tor I despise those things which the courtiers go about, and the 
things I go abol1t the1' d.spise. Ifarv.l rat.her that I do not Cl1t or br.ak 
the knot, it there t s no other wa1' ot loos.ning it, that so long has bound .. 
t.o the trilles ot the Court, and holds me, struggling still, in sl1ch s.rvi-
tude.' Well nigh twelve fears tritt.red aW87 ••• I that had set. my heart on 
things tar other. ,,43 
His tamiliarit1' with the great classics, especial11' Cicero and the major 
poets, made him t.he mst retined Latin writer ot t.he tweltt.h century. Not 
onl1' are hiB quotat.ions trom the classics, tor the BIOst part, pertinent and 
graceMl.y interwoven, but the1' also exhibit. a deep and wide range ot ac-
ql1aintance with Roman thought.. Discussing John t s gitt ot poet.ic expression 
and his love ot the classics, Helen Waddell has well remarked: "The sub-
merged city ot the poets is alwa1's in John's consciousness, and in the st.rong 
est. tide ot controvers1' he hears the sound ot its bell •• ,,44 
42 Roger Lloyd, "John ot Salisbury'," Church Quarterly Review, London (1929) 
108.19. 
43 John ot Salisbury', Pol1craticu. 1. prole Translated b1' Helen Wadd.ll in 
Essay. ~ St.udi •• , 13. 31. 
44 H.l.n Waddell, Wandering Scholars, London, Constable and Co. Ltd., 
192:l, 114. 
CHAPrEI n 
T.RAISLlTIafS OF LETT1!JlS SIXft-QIIE TO OB-HlJRDRED SIX 
1 
61. ~ ~ Bishop William !!! Norwich 
SUMMARY: John writes to the bishop that the king desires to acquiesce in 
the archbishop's counsel and to promote the welfare of the Church, 
but that he is unable to remit the scutage and other exactions 
because he has not yet made peace with his brother Geoffrey. He 
then gives the latest news from France. 
This letter is famous for its mention of the 8cutage which Henry 
levied in 1156 in order to meet the expenses of the war which he 
was conducting against his rebel brother in Anjou. Henry went 
to France in Januaryl 1156, and the war ended with the capture 
of Chinon in July, 1156. The letter was written between the 
spring and early sWllller of 1156. I 
Our messengers have returned from our lord the king without mishap, 
PromiSingl on the arrival of the king, that our requests will be brought 
to happy fruition. In all matters he will acquiesce in the plan of our 
lord the archbishop, and he will zealously watch over the honor and wel-
fare of the Church with devoted care. Meanwhile, however, he is unable 
to remit the scutage nor to refrain from imposing certain levies since 
1 . 
his efforts to mend the garment of fraternal good will,.which was poorly 
patched, have availed nothing. And the frail texture has been dangerously 
torn, because his brother was unwilling to forfeit to our lord the king 
his complete paternal inheritance,2 namely, the land, the possession of 
which a superior force had wrested from him, although he was prepared to 
1 Geoffrey of Anjou, died July 26, 115ft. 
2 Henry had pledged himself to obey his father's will, which demanded that 
Henry shoald give up his patrimonial possessions--Anjou, Touraine, and 
Jlaine--when he came into complete possession. of his mother's heritage, 
England. Till then Geoffrey was to have only the three castles of 
Chinon, Loudun, and Mirabeau. HeDr1 afterwards obtained a papal abso-
lution from the oath, whereupon Geoffrey revolted. See Norgate, England 
under y!! Angevin Kings t 1. 444-445. 
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yield fortifications to the king and to give hostages in the hope that he 
might recover the land which had been his by bequest of his tather. He 
(Geoffrey) set out, theretore, to the King of France,3 and relying on the 
help of Count Theobald,4 he is inciting the French against us and is striv-
ing to present their throats to our wealth, our resources, and to our pros-
perity. Perhaps he is bringing attairs to such a pass that Fortune may 
accord us the great tavor ot delivering into our power the king and the 
French nation, with justice tavoring our cause. In this we shall till up 
the measure of our tathers, it indeed we should be content with their lot.5 
6 But, Fortune praDises a greater boon to us in the recoverY' ot Vernon. On 
the advice ot Count Theobald the French have declined the otter ot a desired 
conference with us. Our lord the king, as he returns traa Angers and Poi-
tiers, will send agents to us to conduct the aftairs ot state, and thq 
will redress the injuries done to him in his absence bT the administra tion 
of justice. 
3 Louis VII. 
4 Theobald V, Count of Blois. 
5 Matthew 23. 32. 
6 Vernon in Normandy. Louis VII had captured it in September, 1153, but 
by the peace ot August, ll54, he had engaged to restore it in return 
tor an indemnitY'. See Cambridge Medieval History, 5. 610. 
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62. i2!!a ~ Pope Adrian l! 
SWOlARY: Calling to mind the Pope's bounty to him. at Ferentino, John 
recollllllends the cause of a suitor. This letter may be referred 
to the sUlllller of 1156. See R. L. Poole, Studies !e. Chronology 
~ History, 272. 
They honor me greatly who trust that they will be aided by ., inter-
cession with your Holiness. Would that it may be done to me according 
to their words. And, indeed, I always deal with you confidently, conscious 
not of ., own merits but presuming on your kindness, always remembering 
with joy and happiness the words that came from YOUl," lips when as a pledge 
of the future, at Ferentino,l you bestowed upon me your ring and sword 
belt. From that day I have always trusted in these assurances, and I know 
2 that through the mercy of God and your goodness I shall not be confounded. 
From that time the bearer of these presents has been a friend of mine, al-
though in these days he has been an adherent of Henry, Archbishop or York,3 
of happy meDlOry, who persecuted me, as you know. Whence my debt of grati-
tude to him is the greater. Intercession has been made with you in his be-
half by many men-men of such standing that I should deem myself' privileged 
were I but allowed to reverence their steps.4 But I am certain that, how 
1 It was here (between September 30 and October 17) that Adrian banded 
John the emerald ring conferring the investiture of Ireland on Henry n. 
See KetaloBjicon 4. 42, ed. Webb, 218. 
2 Isaias SO. 7. 
3 Henry Murdack, Archbishop of York, 1147-1153. There is nothing known 
of John's trouble with Henry, nor does it seem to be mentioned anywhere 
else. 
4 Statius, Thebaid 12. 817. " ••. sed longe sequere et vestigia semper 
adora. n 
great soe'er they may be, none of them is more faithful or more devoted to 
lOU than I, your least· servant. Wherefore, prostrate at the feet of your 
mercy, I humbly beg that you may direct his cause to be advanced and that 
)"Ou will not allow him to be tom from the stricter way of life which he 
has entered upon on the advice of religious IIl8n, by the shameful impor-
tunities of those who seem to think that the Faith has triumphed if in all 
issues their wills shall have prevailed. 
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63. Archbishop Theobald 12 Pope Adrian 1! 
stnWARY: Theobald intercedes for Bishop William Turbe of Norwich, who 
is being persecuted by his Archdeacon Walkelin. He relates 
that the charges against the archdeacon had been heard at a 
council held in London, but that no decision could be given 
because of the absence of Bishop John of Pagham of Worcester. 
The letter was written in the summer of 1156, for the council 
alluded to was held in London in the first week of June, 1156. 
See Letters 64,' 80 for further accounts of Walkelin. 
The sympathy of brotherly affection for our esteemed brother William 
of Norwichl DOves us to ask humbly that you order a fitting end to be put 
2 to the annoyances which the Archdeacon Walkelin constantly inflicts upon 
him. And how necessary this may be, we have taken pains to inform your 
Sincerity, prompted by an aversion of evil and loathing of scandal rather 
than by any regard for persons. This happened recently when we met3 at 
London because of the press of urgent matters. The above mentioned bishop 
entreated our venerable brother, the Bishop of London, 4 to whoa, as also 
to the Bishop of Worcester, 5 you had delegated the hearing of the case 
brought against Walkelin. (He pleaded sadly) that at least on that day, 
which was now the third day laid down by imperative summons, after all the 
troubles of so many good men, his arguments be accepted; namely, that he 
1 William Turbe, Bishop of NOrwich, 1146-1175. 
2 Archdeacon Walkelin of Suffolk, see Le Neve, Fasti 2. 486, ed. Hardy. 
He was the nephew of Everard, Bishop of Norwich, ll2l-1145. 
3 This was held in London in the first week of June, 1156. See S!!n.. 
Abbat. lIonast. §.. Alban! 1. 129, ed. Riley. 
4 Richard de Belmeis II, Bishop of London, 1152-1162. 
5 John PaghaDl, Bishop of Worcester, 1151-1157. 
, 
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would have made restitution of property to the above mentioned archdeacon 
and he would have shown justice it he had not been prevented by Walkelin 
himself. He led into the assembly a group ot religious men--abbots, arch-
deacons, priors, and clerics--by whose testfmonT he would prove his allega-
tions. These and ma~ other men of unimpeachable character came forward. 
They affiraed that for the love of justice and the confusion of evil they 
were willing to testify that they had often heard the aforesaid archdeacon 
offering to the bishop remission of all compensations which he was demanding, 
and, in addition, from his own pocket the s_ of sixty silver marks, on the 
sole condition that the bishop negotiate a pardon of his misdeeds. 'lhese 
witnesses declared that the same bishop had refused this offer, partly be-
cause he could not enter into such an agreement, partly because he would 
not have it appear that he had accepted a bribe for such serious crimes. 
In regard to these negotiations, since the entire assembly, both clerics 
and laics were scandalized above measure, the Bishop of London was not able 
to dissemble nor did he wish to gloss over the fact that the above mentioned 
arguments had been produced for the third tfme; but (he stated) that Walke-
lin had not presented himself at any of the three preemptory summons, and 
he added that without the Bishop of Worcester, to whom the mowledge of the 
case had been co-delegated and who did not appear on the appointed day, he 
could decide nothing, nor was he obligated to a decision. Thus ~y it be 
part of your discretion, Father, if you please, to encounter with courage 
the subterfuges of the above mentioned archdeacon, on which he relies, and 
with a remedy of peace, come to the aid or this bishop harrassed by these 
7 
annoyances for so long a time. 
sU18LARI: John intercede8 with Pope Adrian tor Bi8hop William Turbe ot 
Norwich, and expo8e8 the crime8 ot Walkelin, Archdeacon ot 
Suftolk. See Letter8 63 and SO. Adrian was at Benevento 
between November, 1155 and July, 1156 (see Jafte, Reg. Pontif. 
2. 113 tt.) where he was visited bf John ot SalisbUl7. See 
Policraticus 6. 24, ed. Webb, 2. 67. Hence this letter DU8t 
have been written atter John f 8 retu.rn, probably in the late 
sWIDer of 1156. See R. L. Poole, studie8 !!l Chronology ~ 
History, 271 ft. 
8 
An unbounded love has given me su.ch temerity that I, dust and ashes 
that I am, l am venturing to solicit the interest ot lOur Apo8tolic Jfajesty 
in behalf ot rq needs and tho8e of rq friend8.In truth, I plead more 
confidently for those mom to lOu, loving Father, and to the holy Roman 
Church I know of none more faithful. Among the8e there i8 an este.ed 
father, the Bishop ot Norwich, who manife8t8 a ver,r evident and whole-
hearted devotion to your apostolate and in the Church of Ingland gives 
eftective service. Thi8 man is attacked by such apparent calumnie8 and 
oppre88ed by unbecoming annoyances by reason of your order8, as you can 
readily under8tand from the written replies of your bishops. Walkelin, 
the archdeacon, caught in the works of his own hand, is striving to set 
at nou.ght not only your mandates but also the ju.stice of God and to escape 
the noose of the sacred law and the hand of the ju.dges. Thus he i8 endeav-
oring to circumvent your obligation imposed on him under the pretext of not 
having received restitution-although if 8J11t.hing is wanting trom securing 
1 Genesi8 18. 27. 
it, he is at fault himself. I pass over in silence the fact that in con-
tempt of the apostolic see he promised many things in atonement for his 
sins. On his retum frem Rome he was guiltY' of more otfenses. I come now 
to the insult offered Y'our person: he ordered a bastard whom a concubine 
bore him upon his return from 1Ou, to be called Adrian after 1'Our most 
revered name. Later on the father again departed on a journeY' leaving 
her pregnant; but it was decided by' a pre-ordained arrangement that if a 
boT should be bom, theY' could call him Benevento because the father is at 
present sojourning there; if she should, give birth to a girl, she would be 
called Adriana. Oh what a true friend of the Reman Pontiff he is! He who 
both camaemorates 70u in his dissolute passions and on 70ur goodness, which 
he openl.y' derides, stamps the imprint of his own vileness! He is the one, 
11.11' Lord, he it is who persecutes our good bishop for the sole reason that 
the bishop stands against his crimes. When 1'Ou see a worthless individual 
whose misdeeds are ready- for judgment, would you not impute to him. a part 
of the responsibility for his wickedness? But that one, as far as in him 
lies, makes 70U a participant of his evil doing. Albeit, he should have 
returned fran 1'Ou not dejected but certainlY' corrected, whereas the last 
escapade of that man is worse than the first. 2 )laT I mention, Father, 
maY' I remark that the consensus of opinion is that he who releases this 
man is an en~ of justice, an accomplice in vice, a violator of righteous-
ness, of integritY', ,a net of continence. '!he Bishop of Worcester, 3 to whan 
2 Peter 2. 20. 
3 Bishop John Paghalll 9f Worcester died at Reme, Jlarch 31, 1157. See 
Annales 1Ionastici, ed. Luard 1. 48. 
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this case has been entrusted, is dilatory in the execution of 70ur order 
and is OIl the point of leaving England. )la7 it please you, therefore, to 
appoint in his place any lover of justice 7011 wish that at salle time the 
ca use of the bishop Jl87 be drawn to a close. 
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65. John to Abbot Peter of Celle 
stDOlARY: John writes a witty letter to the Abbot Peter or Celle, who had 
dedicated his work "De Panibus" to John. In closing, he refers 
to a matter which is more full1 discussed in the following let-
ter. For Peter's work "De Panibua" 8ee lIigne, .f. !to autumn of 
1156. See R. L. Poole, Studies .Yl Chronology ~ History, 267-
268. Poole thinks that the term "perpetual exile" does not refer 
to John's absence of eighteen years from IDgland, but to a short-
er period of ten months--froa August or September 1155 until the 
tollowing sUIIIIler--which John spent with Pope Adrian IV at Feren-
. tino and Benevento and on other business in Paris. Peter's 
letter 73 (Jligne, .f. !t. 202. 519.)· is an answer to this letter 
and in it Peter expresses his surprise that John should call 
Paris an exile. 
11 
It is not unusual tor your generosity to provide aid in the way of 
nourishment, alleviating rq want in a toreign land so that neither the heart 
ot a father nor the love ot a mother seemed wanting to .rae. It is indeed a 
laudable gesture so to provide tor an exile tha t UlOng foreign peoples I en-
joy the conveniences of rq native land. "far greater tavor is it that your 
solicitude has provided with careful.torethought that I should not be a per-
petual exile trCII the sweet pleasures of ay native land by which the whole 
hUlU.n race is enthr8l.1ed. For it is through your gitt that I 8JIl carried back 
to the land ot rq birth. It is through your gift that I attain the esteem of 
prominent _n, the intimacy and tavor of -D1'. It is in your gift that I 
se_ to prosper in rq native country, and with the help of God, to be pre-
ferred to many ot m:r tellow citizens and to rq contemporaries. But why 
should I enumerate the exa.raples of your liberality and aunificence, when 
the very nlDber and extent ot thea so till the mind that they flow over and 
SUrpa8S the wildest. illagiDings. Indeed,.to such an. extent is this true that 
to those favors alone, of which I do not supplY a record, I owe whatever I 
am and can be. I am so obligated, theretore, that I am powerless to be 
tr.ed by any expression of thanks, since your magnanillity absorbs all my 
attempts. Especially is this true when your devotedness obligates me anew 
with constant benetits. For your interest in my behalt provides me with 
daily bread, and that tare which was accustomed to teed the poor tor their 
temporal sustenance, now, abounding in other ways, retreshes, as it were, 
12 
with the delights of eternal lite. Truly, for whaasoever this food bas no 
savor, it bas been made tlat by an insipid sluggishness ot the palate, and I 
know not for what bread he longs 
Now preterable to honeyed-cakes; 
And as a fugitive-slave ot a prieft, retuses 
the consecrated waters. 
For in such an abundance of bread who is not retreshed, when no ldng gazes 
llpon greater delicacies on his table? Who has ever heaped together a great-
er display ot palatable bread? For here there is satiety without disgust, 
sweetness without weariness, and hunger without _ptiness. 'lbese charac-
tenstics blend together, andby' a. marvelous seasoning of grace, those 
whom this earthly c:brelllng fetters, this bread elevates intavorable flight. 
I do not presWlle tolay the hand of correction upon thea because I find 
nothing in themtocorrect--I who havew~hed to devour thea with such eager-
ness, that as tar as the substance of the thought or the appearance of the 
words are concerned, not the slightest morsel escapes me; tor I swallow 
whole, with God's help, both the crwabs and the crusts. Your experience 
1 Horace, lpodes 1. 10, 11: 
Ut~e aacerdotis fugltiuUII liba recuso; 
Pane 8geo iam mell1tis potiore placentia. 
1.3 
knOWS the rest, tor "not on bread alone doth man live,"2 and beca~se a toad-
ness tor drink1ng has ude the &lgl.ish t8laO~s among other nations. Where--
tore, I think it b~t right that you otter a drink to one who bas dined well, 
and to him to whom you have served bread, that yo~ extend a drink also. Al-
ready I thirst, and I, a devourer ot bread, will be st;rangled by dr,yness 
unless your ld.nciness provide wine tor me. This is easier tor you to procdte 
than the ale which by oar countrymen, in cQIIIRon parlance, is called beer. I, 
nevertheless, drink both, nor do I shrink trCJll whatever I can procure to 
quench my thirst; whereas 70~ have an abundance of wine, according to the 
testimony ot 1117 triend, who "never unless tu.ddled sallied torth to the 
arts,") and he caaposed verses which surpassed Vergilian verses in the n~ 
ber ot syllables and teet to a 11ne. Above all other beverages I ask wine, 
that it ma,. cheer him who has been strength_ed by bread. Furthermore, 
among other vine;yards, that ot the Siear de Soreth4 is better known to yo~, 
and all the instruments which they make. tor h1a, I do not doubt tba t YOli 
have also. You have built a wine-press in that same place, by the helpful 
agency of which wine is frequently pressed out tor you in your task ot arouS-
ing the coosciences olsinnera, tor the delights ot deVotion, the health o! 
brethren, and the advantage ot all listeners. NOlf, indeed, it runs red in 
the chalice ot the Passion, now it sparkles in the sanctity and simplicity of 
2 Deuteroncmz 8. ); lIatthew 4. 4; ~ 4. 4. 
3 Horace, Epodes 1. 19. 8: 
Bmnius ipse pater nunquam nisi potus adarma 
Prosllai t dicenda. 
4 See the tract atter the eighth prophecy betore the lIass ot Holy Saturday: 
Vinea tacta est dilecto in cornu, in loco uberi. Et maceriam circWlldedit 
et circumtodit: et plantaTit vineam Sorec, et aediticavit tl11'1"im in medio 
eius. Et torcular todit in ea: vinea enim Domini Sabaoth, domus Israel 
est. See Isaias 5. 1, 2. 
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purity, now it glows in love, now it refreshes the air in the joy ot right-
,OilS conversation; 80JIletimes it becOlles exquisitely tine that it may dwell 
on delicate matt8J!S now again it becomes resolute that it _1' advance 
through unknown and pathless wastes. !here are those ditterences in quality, 
too long to enumerate, which, however, I prefer to Falemian or Greek wine, 
ot which at Sicily the chancellorS had accustOJlled me to drink to the de-
strl1ction ot my satety and to my own detriment. Therefore, I pray you, per-
form this .ercitul deed tor lIle and send m.e so .uch as ought to surtiee an 
Engllshman and a drinker. Otherwise, I shall be able to brand you wit~ the 
mark or your treachery and to accuse you to deception, you, who stutt me wit 
bread and withdraw the drink b7 which it can be transtormed into valorous 
deeds. Forsooth, it is the custOJll ot the French, that those whom they in-
vite to dine with them, they otten send away sober, never dry. But, enough 
ot this. I raa_ber that I wrote to you in another letter how that worthles 
apostate Ralph dealt with you and with our Brother Thomas,6 but, shortly 
atter, the same Ralph on account ot this was publicly excommunicated and has 
been ordered to be seized it he can be tound. Brother 'lhomas handed your 
letter to Count Hugh,7 I being, present and interlocutor, but it availed 
nothing in that the Count declared himself ignorant ot the whole attair. 
5 Roger ot Salesby, an :&lgllsbman who was chancellor !rca 1140 or earller 
until 1151. It must bave been in the suser ot 1150 when John, then in 
the service or Pope Eugene In, went to Ceprano With the papal court to 
interview King Roger ot Sicily, and there experienced the inebriating 
ettects ot wine trom Palermo and Greece. See R. L. Poole, Studies .!! 
Chron01OQ and Historr, 255-256. 
6 See tetters;-66. 
7 Possibly Hugh Bigod, Earl ot Nortolk. See Letters, 66. 
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srother Thomas has tarried here with u.s and has been our ccmpanion; he is 
ready to return when you order it. But because he has S8en none of his rel-
atives up to now, it your indlll.gence grants it, he will visit thea betore he 
returns. I, however, have tound a se"ant and I shall give hill the necessa 
inBtructions. I ha va this Qte req&1est: tha t YO&1 have a high regard tor our 
'l'hOlUS who has labored tor a long t1ae with YO&1 and tor YO&1, as I well Imow, 
so that he, as well as other Englishmen, while righteousness shall allow, JIB 
understand that rq prayers have attended him. Would that you might alleviat 
James also, by scme cCDfort, it it can be done. or him I confidently assert 
that he serves in the monastery unw1J..l1ngll', and as he hillselt wrote to lIl8, 
he confides in those who boast that theT spurn obedience, aDd, as a wolf, he 
is yielding. 
66. !t2!m ~ Abbot Peter 2!: Celle 
stJ)8(ARY: John reports to Peter of Celle that Ralph, the apostate monk, 
has been excommunicated by Archbishop Theobald and is now a 
fugitive in France, but that his companion is returning to 
the monastery. He sends Peter a gift and requests some books. 
From the mention of the feast of St. Remigius it can be con-
jectured that the letter was written shortly before that date, 
October 1, probably in 1156. This date can be deduced from the 
contents of Letters. 65, which is closely connected with this 
letter in time. 
Truth alone knows how much effort I have expended in furthering the 
business on behalf of which ,ou had sent your messenger into England, and 
would that it were not unknown to your Discretion. Although I never did 
entertain very high hopes concerning this trip, because I was acquaini;ed 
with the character of this man who is ever contending against the Church 
and belittling places worthy of respect rather than promoting them; and 
who, whenever occasion offers, pursues a course for their destruction 
rather than for their development. I importuned him in his absence, at 
. 
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first, through a messenger and messages, and likewise at hand in the pres-
ence of the Archbishop of Canterbury; and, finally, having SWlU'JIOned his 
relatives and friends, I persistently urged that if he were not able to be 
persuaded to give what he was reported to have promised, he should recom-
pense the loss to your Church and your own distress b.Y the grant of a bene-
fice of some atonement. As for the rest, it was exactly as I had predicted; 
the more he was attacked, so lIlIlch the more did his infmq nash torth. Hav-
ing dismissed the count, l I attacked him who had deceived you, and I so 
arranged matters that the Archbishop of Canterbury pronounced the sentence 
1 See Letters, 65. It is possibly Earl Hugh Bigod of Norfolk. 
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of excommunication upon him, and having sent letters to the bishops, he or-
dered him to be seized. Wherefore, he has been made an exile trom the tace 
of the Lord, so that he might not be discovered by his tollowers. Conceal-
ing himself, he made the rounds of the cells and monasteries, and lI8.squer-
aded noll' as a Cluniac monk, noll' as a monk of Rhiems, or of lIhatever protes-
sion of religious order he chose; and as we have been informed by those who 
saw him, he has already thrOll!l aside his infamous name, and, as the son ot 
perdition, erased entirely trom the book of the just and from every gather-
ing of the faithful, he denies that he is Ralph Pit. 2 Also, I believe, 
that he, who a while back cast aside the state ot monkhood, has now throll!l 
otf the habit in which he fears to be detected. But I bope, God aiding, 
that he is granted this delay that he l1J8:1 be caught in the works of his Oll!l 
hands.) The outcome of the affair ought not be laid to the charge ot the 
brother who had come with hia, since he omitted nothing contingent to the 
business in hand, but 'Was sufticiently on guard untU having received the 
personal reply of the count, it was evident to him that he had labored in 
vain. He received this answer on the feast of Saint Remigius. 4 Atter that, 
as I recall having written to you, he tarried a little that he might visit 
with triends whom he had not yet seen. He is returning at length, and if 
he stands in need ot another's protection, (and mine, what can it do?) I 
ask you to receive him in tatherly fashion, and to treat him with that con-
sideration which according to his character you deem proper. Whether it be 
permitted or expedient to ask more, you know tull well. I am aware that he 
2 Judges 5. 15. 
:3 Psalu 9. 17. 
4 October L 
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.no is well acquainted with you either does not dare to request an unreason-
able concession, or seeks it impudently_ Wheretore, I should mre assuredly 
assert this ot you which Cicero long ago ascribed to his friend Cato. 5 I 
am sending you a slight gift, the mre confidently, in that ot old I have 
leamed that in such matters you do, not weigh so DUlch the cost of the gift 
as the disposition ot the donor. Yet a gitt is worthy ot acceptance if the 
signification of the gift is accompanied by the love of the giver. This 
salt shaker is sUver embossed in gold. Well chosen, indeed, in that you 
have a supply of that salt which, according to the precept ot the law, is 
the seasoning of all sacrifices.6 But that (salt) you offer to God in the 
tested silver of chaste speech,7 and the golden glow of the virtues shine 
forth in the mirror ot work and deeds and have influence upon those who see 
it, so that by the imitation of those virtues, they may be a reflection of 
others. But the very roundness of its form accords with your perfection. 
However, you are aware that the sacred signs of holy things are also on 
cheaper material. Yet, I think, that if the gift is cheapened due to its 
evaluation, its appreciation grows in that the figures betoken 1Jf3 love and 
your holiness, together with your wisdom. Because Brother Thomas was alone, 
I gave him a groom whom, when he comes to you" as it pleases you best, you 
may keep or send back to me, on horse or on foot, slowly or quickly. I 
also furnished Master Thomas with a horse under the condition that he may 
not sell it in England; however, when he has gone thence from us he may use 
5 Epistula!S. [g. 15. 4.. 
6 Leviticus 2. 13. 
7 Psalma 11. 7. 
or abuse it according to his own pleasure-as his own; D8-7, his verr own. 
For no other reason have I mentioned this stipulation in regard to the do-
nation except that I may look out for the integrity of the recipient and 
JJ1J.1 provide for the necessities of the journey. For I have administered 
with a glad heart to all his necessarr expenses, although perhaps not to 
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all expenses wilf~ incurred. Then, too, he is obliged in no wise to the . 
groom, except, perchance, by a bond of duty to charitY' and friendship, by 
the law of call1lunity life and of societY'. I, if indeed I am accountable bY' 
any agreement to hill, with the help of God, I shall fulfill it. Wherefore, 
his return or delay depends on your good judgment, and through hill you may 
reply in writing what your pleasure is. In addition, as a treatise of 
)faster Hugo8 cannot be found among us, send it along, if you please, for I 
recall that you have it. Also, please forward to me by the same messenger 
Boethius' "De 'l'rinitate" which you have, as well as the books which I en-
trusted to Master Siaon,9 Prior of Provine, for., brotherlO needs them. 
8 Master Hugh, a canon of Saint Victor, Paris. For his writings see 
ligne, f. ~. 176. 
9 Prior Simon of the Cistercian monastery of St. Aigulf, Provins. Both 
Peter and John had lived here. See Letters, 59. 
10 John had two brothers, Robert, an older half-brother, and Richard, 
younger than John. Richard is alluded to here. 
67. Archbishop Theobald ~ Pope Adrian !! 
StnDlARy: Theobald protests his tidelity to Pope Adrian, expresses the 
hope that he will soon see him in France, but in the meantime 
wishes to hear trom him about the condition ot the Church. He 
mentions his serious illness ot the past summer, and begs 
Adrian to command the Abbot ot Saint Augustine to make pro-
tession ot obedience to him. 
This letter may be placed in the autumn or end ot 1156. 
Theobald mentions the trouble With King 1'lil.liam ot Siclly, 
which was settled by the peace of Benevento, June 9, 1156. 
He also mentions the Abbot of Saint Augustine, who was torced 
to make his . profession of obedience to Theobald at Rorthhamp-
ton on July 17, 1157. See Gervase of Canterbury, 1. 164. 
This letter may have been sent nth Letters, 68, 69, and 70, 
written to influential Romans on the subject. 
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Receiving the order ot your holiness with all due respect, we have sat-
istied the demands of your creditors, always ready to comply with apostolic 
mandates, but lIIOSt disposed to do 80 in this time of your apostolate. For 
through the mercy of God, neither the prison, nor the nord, nor even per-
secution,l which is a tar greater evil, shall ever separate us from the 
taith ot the Roman Church nor from the servitude of obedience, especially 
when we behold him ruling on the throne of Peter, to whom we look tor sol-
ace in our sorrows. Although these afflictions are Dl8ll7 and almost insup-
portable, we bear them. gladly, as it is fitting we should, for the house of 
God; and, as a matter of tact, they are greater than what it is advisable 
to commit to writing. However, we hope that, in a short time, we shall 
more tavorably lay them betore you in an audience, for rumor has it that 
2 you are on your way to France. In that event, we entreat your majesty to 
1 Romans 8. 35-39. 
2 No other record is had ot this contemplated visit to France. On leaving 
Orvieto at the approach of w.lnter in 1156, Adrian took up his home in the 
Latern, leaving it only in the SWllller tor the hill-towns ot Segni, Anagni, 
Sutri, Rami, and Ravello. 
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notifl us of your arrival, if it pleases you, that we mal rejoice the more 
quickl1 in the sight of your blessed person, so long desired, and in a con-
ference with you. In the m.eantille, kindest of Fathers, we ask that we be 
visited at DIOre frequent intervals bl the comfort of your correspondence and 
bl lOur apostolic greeting, lest the defer.ment of our respectful desires mal 
seem. to indicate--it not to us, albeit to others--a disdain of our service, 
or a decline of lour regard, or forgetfulness of former friendship. Because 
our hearts are constantll agitated through our indefatigable interest in the 
trouble of our MOther, the Church of Rom.e, and because the number of wayward 
sons, who are fast quickening our mental distress to the point of physical 
weariness, is increasing, it is expedient for tou to make known to us in let-
ters, which we may displq for the fortification of the faithful in our own 
nation, your status and that of the holl Roman Church--both it there is still 
3 
up to the present a lull in the storm. from. Sicil, and if anywhere a rq of 
future peace gleams forth. If1' faults demanding it, a grievous illness 
brought me in the past summer to the gates of death; but the gentle hand 
of the Alm1ghtl drew' me back from. them. for a little while, and, with my 
last will made4 and all other affairs even to the slightest provision satis-
factorill arranged, He has granted this little delq of life that I might 
weep for lq sins. For the rest, the dals of lq life are numbered. But that 
my soul may depart from. this prison-house of the bodl into the presence of 
3 King William of SicUl, Adrian had in ll55 sided with the Byzantine Emper-
or Manuel Comnenus against William, but had been forced to come to terms 
with William upon Manuel's defeat, whereupon he had incurred the enmitlof 
Frederick Barbarossa. See Cambridge Jledieval Histon, 5. 192 ff. 
4 See Letters, 134. 
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tbe Most Higb and there give thanks for its benefactors with greater jqr, I 
Ue prostrate at the feet of your mercy, begging you with all the power of 
~ soul to restore to ~ church the profession of obedience by the Abbot of 
Saint Augustine5 which, enjoyed by all my predecessors, is now, at your good 
pleasure, withdralm from me, the last and least of aU. This is the griet 
that is consuming 111¥ body, tearing 111¥ soul; this is the "silent wound lilich 
Uves" and grows strong "in this breast."6 Would that your Clemency might 
listen to me patiently! I wonder and I grieve that in the past winter not 
even in one little petition was I able to be heard, although the monks of 
Saint Augustine secured a number of letters against me. To those letters? 
only, which our messengers bore to you in our behalf in regard to that sf-
tair-God is lI1¥ witness, it is your honor and reverence which I bave always 
desired to be preserved unsullied--to tbose letters alone you have given no 
credence; I, when it pleases them, am dragged before the &8sembl/of your 
suffragans, albeit unwillingly. 
5 The refusal of Sylvester, Abbot of Saint Augustine's, Canterbury, to make 
profession of obedience to Theobald lasted trom 1151, when he was elected 
abbot, until 1157. See Gervase of Canterbury, 1. 147-148, 163-165. 
6 Vergil, Aeneid 4. 67: 
••• tacitum vivit sub pectore vulnus. 
7 See Letters 68. For this letter, which is dated from Benevento, January 
23, 1156 (1), and is beaded, "Bulla de benedictione abbatis, cum professi-
one facienda ai constiterit praedeceasores fecisse, alioquin non facienda," 
aee ~. MOnasterii !. Auguatini, ed. Hardwick, 411. 
8 See Letters, 68. 
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68. Archbishop Theobald ~ Cardinal Boso , ~ Papal Chamberlain 
Theobald begs the intercession of Boso, the Papal Chamberlain, 
in his difficulty with Rome. See Letters, 67,' 69, 70. Because 
of their intimate connection with letter 67, this and the 
following five letters have been placed late in 1156, in spite 
of R. L. Poole, who places them in 1158. See Studies in Chro-
nology ~ History, 277-278. Letter 67 certainly belongs'tO 
1156, but Poole did not treat this letter when dealing with the 
other letters. This placing does not invalidate POole's thesis 
that Theobald was in serious trouble with Rome in 1158, and on 
that account had sent John to the papal court to intercede for 
him. That may well have been the second occasion for such a 
trip. The first trip would have been made in the winter of 
1156-1157, consequent upon this correspondence of 1156; and 
Poole has given evidence to show that John did actually make a 
hitherto unrecorded trip to Rome during that winter. See Poole, 
Studies in Chronology and History. 273. 
Boso, said to be an Englishman, was acquainted with Thomas Becket 
from the days of Cardinal Guido Pisanus. See Becket Materials, 
6. 58. In 1156 he was created cardinal deacon of sa. Cosmas and 
Damian, and became cardinal priest of Saint Pudentiana under 
Alexander III in 1166. 
I am grateful to your goodness for the honor and assistance bestowed 
by you on me and mine, begging that in my regard the disposition of your 
charity may not lessen because the proffering of my allegiance does not 
abate. But because the hearts of friends should be opened to each other, 
I shall disclose in a few words what particularly tortures my soul. From 
the time that I was promoted to the bishopric I have always endeavored to 
lerve the holy Roman Church with all my energy, believing that by a love of 
and reverence for justice and by a manifestation of intrepid devotion, I 
should be able to earn the gratitude of that very Church. It has happened 
otherwise. Inasmuch as through no awareness of guilt on my part some of my 
lOrd cardinals, as I hear from certain people, are persecuting me to such 
an extent that fram it I consider this especially to be true that they are 
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favoring ~ detractors and encouraging ~'adversaries. Wherefore, may it be 
the role of your solicitude if,. due to ~ fault I have deserved this, that 
by the fruit of fitting retribution they may not spurn ~ satisfaction; if, 
as I trust, I have not merited this, that they may remove, through the con-
sideration of mercy and of the justice of God's judgments, this weight of 
bitter sorrow, and that they may not cast away from them the service of our 
loyalty. Besides, this fact distresses ~ soul with a heavier grief, that 
1 
our Lord Pope, who refused to receive ~ requests last winter, has bestowed 
a packet of letters2 on lIlY adversaries, namely, the monks of Saint Augustine's 
by which they are consuming ~ old age. To the Abbot of Saint Augustine's 
he granted letters relative to the making of profession, which, that I may 
speak with due reverence, were not an honor to him, and to me they have been 
a disgrace, and to the abbot a source of eventual contempt. For he wrote 
indifferently that profession should be made, but the lord cardinals in-
structed the abbot that he should appeal contrary to the letters. Who does 
not realize that letters sent from Rome to us (thence to here) impelled us 
to the peril of an uncertain battle? He likewise directed--for the pacifi-
cation of the monks--that I, about to be arraigned, should yield before the 
tribunal of the Bishop of London. What more? I who have so ma.ny and such 
great friends in the Roman Church have not been listened to in any w~; 
those monks have been heard in all respects. '!'hese complaints I have con-
tided in your ears with a sorrowful heart and voice that at some time you may 
endeavor to obviate like situations. In regard to the rest, we have made 
I 
-
1 Adrian IV. 
;2 For this letter see ~. MOnasterii ~. Augustin! ed. Hardwick, 411. 
69. Archbishop Theobald ~ Card.inal Roland Bandinelli, 
lh! Papal Chancellor 
sUMMARY: Theobald protests his devotion to Rome, and is troubled at 
hearing that he has incurred the censure of certain cardinals. 
He requests Cardinal Roland Bandinello, the Papal Chancellor, 
wbo became Pope Alexander III in 1159, to intercede for him, 
and mentions the rumor about Adrian's proposed trip to France. 
This letter was probably written in 1156 at the same time as 
letters 67, 68, and 70. 
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I thank your paternity as far as I am able, for I cannot give adequate 
expression to the thanks I owe for the honors and favors always displayed 
\ 
by you toward me and mine, and especially because you alone aDDng many, to 
whom my zeal at one time or another has been discernible, have taken care 
to buoy me up through your letters in the hand of my messengers with ac-
customed consolation. Wherefore, acceding to your suggestion, I called 
together those whom I should have. As you directed me, I proceeded in the 
letter according to your apostolic mandates, nor for temporal life as I 
prepared to yield not even in the slightest degree. The Roman Church 118.1' 
see what especially it wishes or what is advantageous; if it is necessar,y, 
I am ready to go into prison or to death for that very Church. Whoever says 
otherwise about me in the ears of the Roman Church lies, because he is r e-
lating an untruth. A review of rq past conduct is a proof of what I shall 
do in the future. I have exposed Dl3'self already the third time to d~gers, 1 
nay more, to death, for your apostolic mandates. Why should I, at the end 
ot the journey and at the close of lite, 2 an old man, why should I exchange 
1 See Letters, 48. 
2 Machabees 6. 18-28. 
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the eternal reward of long labor and of the yoke of obedience for any decei 
ful promises of the moment? Let the whole world go to smash so far as I am 
concerned rather than that I lose God for its sake. I mention these senti-
ments because I hear that certain of my lord cardinals3 have been kindled 
against me otherwise than is advantageous to me and to ~ church or that I 
have deserved according to ~ conscience. It I have failed--which I do not 
!. 
recall having done--I shall most willingly make satisfaction, with due hu-
mility as to my lords and fathers. It I have not failed, I beg through the 
mercy of God and His just judgments, that they may remove the stings of 
imagined injury; and to me, who am. deserving well in full measure, they may 
restore their former favor. As my messengers are being received a little 
coldly by certain ones, I desire, if I may dare to make this demand, that 
this petition be presented through your hands to my lord cardinals, and that 
I may receive their answers through your letter. It is .common talk that 
our lord, the Pope, is approaching France.4 That we may meet the latter and 
you more promptly, strengthen me beforehand with your accustomed speed, if 
you please, through the bearer of these presents. May your paternity flour-
ish and wax strong, mindful of me in your prayers. 
3 See Letters, 68. 
4 See Letters, 67, 70, 72. 
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70. Archbishop Theobald ~ Cardinal John 2! Sutri. 
SUMMARY: Theobald requests the cardinal to intercede for him. at Rome. 
See Letters, 67, 68, 69 Which it probably accompanied. 
From ~ entrance into life I have embraced obedience, and from that 
time I have preferred nothing to it; for its sake from the beginning did I 
abandon the world. When, therefore, it pleased Him, who called me, to 
place His own child over the See of Canterbury, albeit unworthy, I deemed 
nothing more desirable than to yield homage to the holy Roman Church with 
all fidelity, and to it to show ~self a most untiring servant. To me 
it was a pleasure and a glory to present each year or oftener ~ fealty 
to the apostolic see. However, I marvel and I grieve immeasurably that 
the wrath of certain ones of ~ lord cardinals has !dndled against me 
beyond ~ deserts, inasmuch as I am aware of no failing in reference to 
myself. Verily it I have erred, may they admit me to their favor when I 
have made satisfaction with all humilitT; if I have not offended, then 
through the mercy and intervening just judgment of God, may theT in fra-
ternalcharitT receive me who am always deserving well from the rest; 
and, ceasing to plague me, may they not spurn the compliance of our ser-
vant. MaT this petition be advanced through your agency, for the presence 
of our messengers has not been accorded a gracious reception by certain 
ones. This request is an earnest of my love. It is common talk, et cetera. 
(See letter 103 ad iinem.) 
71. Archbishop Theobald to Pope Adrian .!y. 
sUJOfARY: Theobald complains that his report to Rome had been lost en 
route by the papal messenger, and that he is now sending it 
by a more dependable person. He takes this occasion to pro-
test about the monks of Saint Augustine's, Canterbury, and 
to complain that due to this privilege of appeal, some are 
taking advantage of the Pope. 
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This letter was probably written shortly after Letters, 67-70. 
Theobald states that the messenger Herbert had loitered in 
Normandy with Thomas Becket. Now Henry II was in Normandy from 
January ll56 until April ll57, and Be.cket is known to have been 
with him at least part of the time. See Gervase of Canterbury, 
1. 162. The affair with the m.onks of Saint Augustine's is still 
unsettled, and that matter was finally settled in July ll57. 
Theobald (Letters, 72, 73) also mentions that he intends to 
send his representative to Rome to see Adrian, and R. L. Poole 
has established that John of Salisbury did visit Adrian during 
the winter of ll56-1157. See Poole, Studies !!! Chronologz !!!5! 
History, 273. 
Our status and the status of the Church in our country we have indi-
cated to you in letters sent through your messenger Herbert; but he either 
through malice has betrayed them, or through negligence has destroyed them 
or has deceitfully pretended that they have been lost. For, when dismissed 
from. us he had tarried a month or more with the Chancellor of the King of 
England, he dispatched a messenger back into England, urging us through 
letters of the aforesaid chancellor to send back to him letters similar 
to the first, which he complained had been stolen from him, to be delivered 
to you more faithfully. Because he thereby showed himself so wanting in 
fidelity in the first instance, we prefer to choose a messenger of our own 
rather than to be deceived for a second time through another's messenger. 
You will summon your messenger at your good pleasure, and I pray you, in-
struct him that he should follow out your orders more cautiously and more 
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faithflllly'. As for the rest, the monks of Saint Augustine's are contriving 
to withdraw from us the churches situated on their estates, and because in 
the eyes of the Church of Rome they have found favor, it you are determined 
that any prosperity remain to us or your Church, do not grant their prayers 
further to our harm. In addition, you w1ll. understand that it is free to 
to make an appeal. This w1ll. be clear from the fact that some who have ap-
pealed to you have escaped by this very remedy. Be cautious how you deal 
with them; and it any honor is due to us in their case, preserve it, as it 
pleases you. 
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72. Archbishop Theobald to Pope Adrian !! 
SUMMARY: Theobald expresses the delight he had felt on hearing the'report 
that Adrian had intended to visit France, and the consequent sor-
row on hearing that he had returned to Rome. He promises to send 
messengers to Adrian and asks him to suspend all action in the 
cases of the monks of Saint Bertin and of Osbert, the Archdeacon 
of York, until the messengers have arrived. This letter was 
probably written late in 1156, when the news had arrived that 
Adrian had decided to return to Rome rather than visit France. 
See Letters, 67-71. This letter was evidently lost by the Pope's 
secretaries as is learned from Letters, 73. 
Great joy was ours, kindest father, hoping, as rumor had it, that we 
on this side of the Alps would be refreshed by the comfort of your presence. 
Our harp was turned into mourning,l and our joy gave way to sorrow, 2 from 
the moment that it was definitely made clear to us that the cit 1'3 envying 
your felicity preferred to be illustrious through the glory ot your Cisal-
pine name. Wherefore, as we are unable to visit you according to our wish, 
we shall supply the allegiance of our wonted visitation, in so tar as we are 
able through messengers, using all speed. Jlay it please your Fminence to 
suspend judgment in the case of the monks of Saint Bertin4 and of Osbert, 
Archdeacon of York,5 and in any other matters pertaining to us or to the 
kingdom of England until the arrival of these messengers, since they may 
inform. your Discretion about all these concerns; when you have heard them, 
may you proceed to each case, with God's guidance, safely and advantageously. 
1 ~ 30. 31. 
2 James 4. 9. 
3 Rome. 
4. See Letters, 86. 87. 
5 See Letters, 88. 
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73. Archbishop Theobald ~ Pope Adrian IV 
sUMMARY: This letter is a repetition of Letters, 72 p.v. 
Contrary to opinion and against our expectations, your letters, the 
thought of which is wont to be a pleasure, have bome sorrow to us. Al-
though we were looking forward to your arrival with greatest longing, we 
received word that you were returning to Rome (may it be safely 1) and thus 
the joy of our hope vanished. Besides, our requests have failed to attain 
their purpose, because your secretary; as you wrote, accidentally lost our 
letters. We, alleviating as far as we are able the affliction of both 
these unf'ortunate incidents, are choosing messengers to the apostolic see 
who will visit you in our place and who will repair the loss of the letters 
with all speed. We request you to put off the case of the monks of Saint 
Bertin and Osbert, Archdeacon of York, and any other matters pertaining to 
us and to the kingdom of England until their arrival. When you have heard 
them, with the help of God, may you settle each individual case advantage-
ously. 
74. Archbishop Theobald ~ Pope Adrian IV 
SUMMARY: Theobald intercedes with Pope Adrian IV for Bishop Neal of Ely. 
Bishop Neal was at this time in serious difficulties with Rome; 
on February 22, 1156, Adrian had issued a mandate to Neal order-
ing him under pain of suspension to restore the possessions of 
Ely within three months. John 'Was probably with the Pope at 
Benevento when the rescript was issued. See Chartularium 
Eliense, in ~ Sanctorum lulli, 4. 581. On lIarch 17, 1157, 
Adrian wrote from the Lateran extending the term. This letter 
may have helped to obtain that temporary extension. Hence it 
may be placed near the end of 1156. It was not until January 
16, 1159, that the sentence was relaxed on the condition that 
Neal should take an oath before Archbishop Theobald to restore 
the property. See Chartularium Eliense, !!! ~ Sanctorum 
lulii 578; Wharton, Anglia Sacra 1. 627. For a further develop-
ment of this case see Letters, 82, 83,84. 
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We are aware that your Holiness is busy" with many matters; as is natural 
for one who alone among men is ever alert for the safety of the whole Church 
of God. Thus, he who gains an audience with y"ou ought to make known his re-
quests briefly. Our petition is brief, indeed, in expression, but it is 
amplified through our complete affection for you, the more so because this 
request contributes to the advantage of the Church of England and to the 
glory of your name.. Our esteemed brother, Bishop Neal of Ely, in executing 
your order concerning the recall of those possessions which a destructive 
storm had wrested from his church, is spending his very lifets blood and 
fears nothing provided that he procures the prosperity of the Church en-
trusted to him, and that he satisfies your demands. All of us who are 
neighbors to him have borne his trials, expenses, and griefs, the more so 
because your anger against him has not yet abated, but upon his neck has 
your apostolic hand been placed. Notwithstanding, may your paternal ear 
give heed patiently to what we believe it is expedient to say. Your mandate 
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shOuld not have been burdensome to him; but from the fact that he has been 
.round obedient and faithful in its execution, he ought to have been strength-
ened by your support. Wherefore, if you please, may the matter be adjusted 
in a manne.r becoming a father and the Roman Pontiff, so that the aforesaid 
bishoP may find your help in this trial which he has humbly borne in fulfill-
sent of your order. Restore him to your favor, if you please, and he will 
struggle more steadfastly against the enemies of the Church. For he has to 
fight beasts. l Who has ever thrown out his own athlete that he may fight 
better? You have imposed a fight on a bishop and you hold his hands bound. 
Wherefore, prostrate at the feet ot your Kaj e sty , we humbly beg that after 
1Du have unbound your bishop, the punishment ot deserving censure 1IJ8.7 be di-
, 
rected toward those who dare by a sacrilegious boldness to ldthho1d the prop-
ertyof the Church against the bishop and against ourselves, nay more-a 
greater ottense--against the apostolic sanctions. We beg that those who 
spurn your apostolic title may, by your goads, be forced to the path towards 
which they are led back more easily and happily by the bow (rainboW, 1. e. , 
peaceful means) rather than the sword. 
1 1 Corinthians 15. 32. 
suWIARY: 
75. John ~ Abbot Peter ~ .... Ce;;,;;l;;;;;;l .... e 
John expresses his sorrow at the news of the destruction by fire 
of the priory of Saint Aigulf' at Provins and promises to help 
Peter, who is sending round relics of Saint Aigulf in order to 
collect funds for the rebuilding of the priory. This letter is 
an answer to Peter's letter 65; see Kigne, f. ~. 202. 5l4, and 
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can be dated July or August, 1157, for John mentions that Henry II 
had just opened his campaign in North Wales. This was in July, 
1157. See Gervase of Canterbury, 1. 163. 
On the arrival of your messenger the campaign of our lJK)st serene lord, 
King of England, who had set out to attack the Alpine and sub-Alpine Brit-
ons, caused us to be engrossed with the affairs of the entire kingdom, but 
especially to be concerned for the welfare of the illustrious queen of 
England and the children of our lord the king, who have been entrusted to 
the Lord of Canterbury whom I do not leave. That is why I have been unable 
to come to visit your eminence so speedily, not even by the agency of ~ 
messenger. As for the rest, what grief and sorrow of soul your messenger 
conveyed to me, I, judicious and discerning, forebear to mention lest, if I 
should intensify the grief of your misfortunes by mine also, you would be 
conswned by the double sorrow, since the sickness of a mind weakened by the 
recital of its woes is usually wont to be aggravated rather than alleviated 
by a deluge of sorrow. It is indeed a joy to recall sorrows, 1 but only when 
they have passed; then only is prostration pleasing when, stronger grown, 
you are well again. Unhappiness is inviting when viewed in the light of 
present enjoyment of a joyful heart. Thus, is the remembrance of misfortune 
attractive when you conquer the arrows of fortune. Who with joy beholds the 
1 Vergil, Aeneid 1. 202. 
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destruction of his own temples? Who gladly gazes upon his 0'WIl home a mass 
of flames and smoke? Accordingly, lIT dearest friend, let us together divert 
our minds from the remembrance of so great a sorrow and turn to Him who does 
not suifer His own to be tempted above that which they are able, making in-
deed with temptation issue2 so that for His elect all things may work togeth 
er unto good.3 F~r upon the lot of the just the rod of sinners does not 
rest; 4 and whoever abandons evU, whether he put on the appearance of pros-
perity or adversity, none the less, profits to salvation and is crowned with 
glory. For the merit of faith increases with the difficulty of the struggle, 
and he is more distinguished and victorious whom constancy in hardship, the 
endurance of dangers, and persevering patience have gone before. It anyone 
is confident, relying on his own resources, in what does he not fail? It 
he leans on the Lord, in what does he not succeed? Itlfithout me," He says, 
"you can do noth1ng";5 and in Him, by whose Spirit the apostle is strength-
ened, he is able to do all things. 6 What courageous man, even the more 
noble-minded, does not embrace this advice gladly? 
Yield not to evil, but against it more boldl.7 go 
Than Fortune permits 1OU.7 
What, therefore, does he whom the Word of the Father challenges to fearless 
deeds and strengthens in difficulties and in sorrow saying, "Trust in me, I 
have overcome the world "?8 The Lord wished to extend His name and to spread 
2 1 Corinthians 10. 13. 
3 Romans 8. 28. 
4 Psalms l24. 3. 
5 John 15. 5. 
6 Philippians 4. 13. 
7 Vergil, Aeneid 6. 95. 
8 John 16. 33. 
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tbe glory of His martyr9 to other nations so that he who lay hidden, as it 
.ere, under the bushel of the Church of Sens, may resound in the midst of the 
nations and the throng of the populace. He suffers so great a conflagration 
to invade His temples so that by the aid of searching fire and the help of 
God, when they have been rebuilt, just as they are cleaner, so they may app 
JIIOre beautiful. When it is your pleasure to solicit the Church of England, 
may you be careful to choose for this work prudent and God-fearing men whose 
faults may in no way be a disgrace to your integrity. May they come forti-
fied with the commendatory prayers of your nobles, not that the enterprise 
may not be brought to a successful issue otherwise, but because a venture 
supported by the authority of great men is furthered more easily and with 
greater success. The Lord of Canterbury gives assurance of his support; the 
Lord will provide the actual accomplishment. What shall I say of m;yself, I 
who am completely yours and your nobles'? As for the rest, I am grateful to 
your liberality for the letters of Blessed BernardlOand still continue ~ 
former requests that the flowers of his words which you may be able to 
gather you may have transcribed for me, and if' anything of this nature is 
prepared at your monastery, it may be brought through your messengers. In 
addition, you promised me tokens of blessed Aigulf for which I am not able to 
be sufficiently grateful; but although your favor should suffice, I pray, 
if it can be done, that you send me through the same messengers some of the 
relics ot blessed Savina, lIimori, Frodoberta, and others, by whose bread I 
9 Saint Aigult. 
10 Saint Bernard, who died in 1153. See Letters, 127. 
am nourished. Whatever of this nature it will please you to send, may it 
be handed to the messengers, sealed by your hand and be made authentic by 
the follow-up of your letters. 
76. Archbishop Theobald ~ Bishop Henry 2tWinchester 
sUMMARY: Theobald urges Henr.y of Blois, Bishop of lanchester, to quit 
Cl~ and return to his diocese. He assures him of the king's 
pardon for all but two of his friends. Henry had fled England 
in 1155, and Theobald writes that it is now two years since 
the diocese had mourned his loss. Hence the letter can be 
dated 1157. The chroniclers note Henry's departure from Fngland. 
in 1155 and his return in 1161. See Ralph de Diceto, Ymagines 
Historiae 1. 301, 304. It is only an incidental note in Richard 
de Anestyfs diary that indicates his presence in England in the 
spring of 1159. See Palgrave, Filglish Commonwealth, 2. 14. 
Although previously we were not aware of the numerous and extensive 
evils to the Church of Christ attendant upon the absence of a shepherd, _ 
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have learned it through the damage caused by your absence alone. For two 
years have elapsed since the f8Jlline invaded your land, not indeed, want due 
to the lack of nourishment by whose surfeiting the fickle populace, dull 
and sluggish,l is turned from the worship of its God and for the most part 
becomes recalcitrant, but want due to the lack of hearing the word of God. 
"The little one8,H indeed, "sought bread, and there was none to break it 
for th8lll. n2 If we approach someone of the neighbors to borrow for your 
family only three loaves of the Gospel,3 we are straightway incurring the 
embarrassments of creditors. A great many excuses present themselves with 
the result that while the children lie in the cradles scarcely anyone rises 
be it said to our shame-to open to us worthy though we be. It under stress 
we go for aid to a stranger or a passing traveler, there is a fear that he 
may offer a serpent for a fish or a scorpion for an egg.4 Besides, your 
1 Deuteronom"y 32. 15. 
2 Jeremias, Lamentations 4. 4. 
3 Luke 11. 5. 
L e 
sheep either do not hear5 or give little heed to the voice of strangers. 
What else? We are powerless to recount the daily losses, both material and 
spiritual. Wherefore give ear, most beloved brother in the Lord, to the 
wailing of the hungry; listen to the voices of your wandering little ones; 
heed the entreaty of the 8,pouse6 who in her ardent love for you languishes 
and wastes away; hearken to the pleading of the Bridegroom who has placed 
you over His flock to give meat in due season. 7 Return, therefore, to your 
church, brighten the entire island with the rays of your wisdom and your 
virtue; let not the loss of temporal gain influence you when the dangers 
(of loss) of souls threaten you. Without doubt, it is preferable and more 
reasonable that you expend the vigilance of your care on the churches en-
trusted to you, rather than on others. Our lord the king has assured us of 
fOur safety, and with the exception of two others whom, namely he has exclud-
ed, you will be able to bring into his favor those whom you wished. We shall 
be over joyed upon your return and. whatever help or counsel we shall be able 
to extend we shall bestow with a willing heart. FarewelL 
5 John 10. 
6 canticles 2. 5. 8. 
7 ~ 12. 42. 
stJ)8lARY: 
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77. Archbishop Theobald l2 Bishop Henry 2! Winchester 
Theobald again urges Bishop Henry of Winchester to return to his 
diocese, and tells him that the king is grieved to hear that he 
was demanding a safe conduct as a condition for his return. He 
warns the bishop that to put off his return will entail greater 
danger, and promises to meet him on the coast as soon as he hears 
of his presence at Boulogne. This and the following two letters 
are placed here because ot their intimate relation with Letters, 
76. They may have been written any time between the opening ne-
gotiations for Henry's return in 1157 and his return in 1159. The 
probability is that this letter was written shortly after letter 
76 in 1157. 
We believe that when the IIOlRlI1lt of temptation presses, a plan of action 
ought to be suggested to our friends, which it seems they ought to select 
in preference to the rest because of its aspect of probity or the advantage 
accruing from such a course. And although the soul of the wavering one re-
fuses to obey him who counsels correctly, still the urgency of love does 
not rest until it forcibly draws the resisting friend to the good, albeit 
if unwillingly. Thus, most esteemed and loving brother in the Lord, 'We have 
war~ed your fraternity to return to your own people, for 'We are sure that 
there isn't a thing more conducive to your own position of honor or to the 
advantage of the Church. For to pass over other points which it 'Would be 
tedious to recount, the ruin of souls is by far .lIDre deplorable than the 
destruction of walls;l nor should there be grief over the loss of material 
goods when the forfeiture of eternal values is at stake. The greater of two 
griefs besetting the same mind eclipses the other. Far be it, however, that 
anyone should dare to question your prudence that the most trivial of materi 
1 This probably refers to the destruction of six of the bishop's castles 
by King Henry upon the bishop's flight from England. See Ralph de Diceto, 
Imagines Historiae 1. 301. 
, concerns, namely, wealth, may influence your attitude when danger to souls 
tbJ"eatens • God forbid that any envy by its own persistence, is able to at-
tack you in the words of the proverb: 
What you bewail, that you have loved. 2 
ObOose one of two paths; you wish either the risk of a quarrel, or peace. 
l! you prefer the uncertainty of a quarrel, remember that there is nothing 
.,re disgraceful than to be vanquished by one f s own weapons and, as it were, 
be dispatched by the point of one I s own sword. If' you wish peace, retum 
and there will be peace. But you fear, yes, when there is nothing to fear; 
for never has it entered the mind of our JOOst serene lord, our kiilg, to dis-
grace uprightness of life, integrity of reputation, and the glory of the 
kingdom by such great dishonor, so that he should extend his hand for any 
reason whatsoever on the anointed of the Lord or allow some abuse to be in-
flicted by anyone. Conceming this point he was much disturbed--that you 
believed it necessary to request a safe-conduct when he has never h~ed any-
one of those who approached him, however great the misunderstandings that 
preceded. Wherefore why have you feared, when he calls you back through his 
own words and the words of all of us, as well as by letters? But the order 
of the Pope and the demands of your Cluniac3 monks detain you. Forsooth, the 
Pope himself will be overjoyed upon your return, not desiring his order to be 
prejudicial to your welfare; and you do not doubt your presence is owed in 
the Churches of Winchester and Glastonbury more than at Cluny. Forsooth, you 
have assuaed the guidance of these churches, released by the monks of Cluny. 
2 Lucan, Pharsalia 8. 85. 
3 Bishop Henry had been a JOOnk of Cluny. 
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fell then, for what reason have you turned. aside from these to those? Is it 
just that while these go hungry,4 the latter should be sated with the bread 
belonging to the former? This is the complaint, not only of our lord the 
tinE, but of the majority. Certainly, whether it be just, look you to it. 
In addition, he complains that from the time of your absence he has been 
lacking your counsel and aid in the needs of the kingdo1ll since according to 
the Lord's precept, to Caesar should be rendered those things that are 
caesar t s. 5 Whence many have urged that against your monks he should act 
sternly and that he should extend his hand on the property of the Church, 
even to its innermost treasures. He himself, however, although he is spurred 
on by the crowd, checks his hands and awaits your arrival at any time. If 
you expose the Church and all your clerics to the royal displeasure by this 
obstinacy, there is fear that gre~ter things will happen than are now actual-
ly feared; and you ma.y later feel more keenly the barbs which you do not wish 
to avoid, though you foresee them. Wherefore, we beg and in virtue of our 
charity we are advising you to return; and from the time that we hear that 
you are at Boulogne, 6 we shall meet you on our ·very shore, taking care that 
you arrive in the presence of our lord the king with honor and that a pleas-
ant end may be placed upon such great hardship. 
4 Jeremias, Lamentations 4. 4. 
S llatthew 22. 21. 
6 Boulogne. 
stJ)ll(ARY: 
78. Archbishop Theobald ~ Bishop Henry 2! Winchester 
Theobald assures Bishop Henry of Winchester that there is no 
danger in returning to England, and warns him that the king' s 
indignation may again be kindled if he does not seize this prof-
fered opportunity of returning. This letter is evidently a reply 
to Letters, 77, and was probably written shortly after Henry's 
return. When that was is not certain, but it is known that the 
bishop was in England in Karch, 11.59. See Richards de !nest l' , s 
journal in Palgrave, English Commonwealth, 2. 14. 
We are exceedingly happy over the security of your person, nen of 
which we received from your messengers, but over that uprightness of soul 
which is insensible to the loss of temporal things, we are expressing our 
joy to the lIost High, Giver of all good things. Heavy indeed would have been 
temptation over the loss of material gains, if it had-not fallen on a brave 
IOUL Verily, that character appears JlK)re clearly if, when tried by the 
fire of tribulation, he returns to the sheepfold, which, due to the absence 
of the shepherd, lies open to the ravages of crafty plotters. Nor is there, 
dearest brother, any reason for fearing us, since the king himself desires 
your return and reiterates his promises of both peace and all manner of se-
curity, and, lest you have any doubts concerning the arrangement, we have 
taken your security into our hands, ready to give a safe conduct for you from 
the sea to the 1d.ng, a -stop-over, and a return, if it be the better thing to 
do. If', therefore, you love your Church, if you love your soul, nay, because 
you love both, do not put off your return. Yake use of the occasion lest, 
God forbid, as I have often said, the last state become worse than the 
first.l For the wrath of authority constituted by the Lord may be doubled if 
he have a presentiment that the favor proffered is being spurned. 
1 !!ltthew 12. 45. 
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79. Archbishop Theobald ~ ~ ArchdeacoQ 2l. Winchester 
STJIOlARY: Theobald writes to an official of the diocese of Winchester, urging 
him to settle the case of Henry of Hambledon, who had won his case· 
in the time of Pope JUgene III. He encloses the pertinent docu-
ments. This letter was evidently written during Bishop Henry's 
absence from his diocese, and is placed here only because of its 
relation of Bishop Henry's absence. See Letters, 76, 77, 78. 
It is a point of honor that a lover of truth bear testimony to the 
t.ruth, especially when the truth is imperiled. Therefore, we have taken 
care to bring to your notice the case of the bearer of these presents as far 
as his record could be determined in our files after careful investigation. 
According to apostolic mandate you must bring it to a close. Wherefore, it 
is clear that we, urged on by the order of Pope !Algenel of happy memory, have 
absolved the said Henry of Hambledon2 from every obligation, which had been 
wrung from him and according to which he apparently was held bound to our 
esteemed brother, the Bishop of Winchester. Wherefore, in order that the 
reason for this absolution may be more clearly understood by you, we have 
ordered apostolic letters to be copied for you. Thus, it was written to the 
Lord of Winchester in behalf of Henry, clerk of Hambledon. "In accordance 
with the suggestion of your cleric, Osbert, we remember that we wrote to 
JOur fraternity. Verily, a little later the same Osbert stood forth in our 
presence sUenced and refuted by his lying and false insinuations, since the 
aforesaid Henry was neither found with weapons nor seized in robbery. For 
this reason, although as men we are able to be deceived at one time or an-
other, we neither wish nor ought we permit that by occasion of our letters 
1 Pope Eugene lll, 1145-1153. 
2 Hambledon, Hampshire. 
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Henry biJuelt be treated unjustlJr or cCllldemned. ConsequentlJr, we entrust 
the present instructions to you that without delay, atter all Henry's pos-
sessions have been restored to him-whatever through chance bas been taken 
tram him-you absolve Henry campletelJr and allow him to go tree. It you are 
careless in the .xecution ot this ord.r, we shall not be able to tol.rate 
fOur neglect with iapunit7." To us, moreoyer, the Pontitt likewise wrote 
in this wise, as you will be able to determine tram the transcript ot our 
letter. "W. have enjoined by cCIIIDI8nd on our este_ed brother Henry ot Win-
chester through apostolic writings to absolve Henry ot Hambledon entirelJr an 
to allow him to go tre.. It in the accomplishaent ot this order he is neg-
ligent, we enjoin JIIn 70U by the authorit7 ot these presents that in our stea 
fOu cODstrain our same brother to absolve and liberate this Henr;r contined." 
lIberetoN we, as is fitting, obeying the apostolic undate with readT devo-
tion, have taken pains that the otten .... ntioned Henr7, absolved trom any 
torced obligation, be treed traa the cust0d7 in which he had been held bound, 
and having addressed our brother ot Winchester according to the apostolic 
prescription, we have enjoined that he should not postpone r.storation in it 
entirety ot all stolen goods. These things have been accomplished here. JIa 
100., wJio have Wldertaken the order, by the help ot God, arrange the remain-
ing matters to the benetit ot all. 
stDllfARY: 
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John writes to John Belmns that he bad visited Bishop lfilliam 
'furbe ot Norwich and that the bishop had canplained about Belaeis t 
lack ot support in his confUct with archdeacon Walkelin, but that 
he had ottered excuses tor the lack ot help. He also enquires 
about the business ot Bishop Neal ot Zl7, and warns John to sup-
press any attempt ot the Archbishop ot York to et"CIftl King Henry in 
the province of Canterbur,y. 
R. L. Poole has ass\Ded that the crowning retelTed to in the letter 
was the crOWDing ot HefU7 as ld.ng on December 19, 1154, but other 
facts in the letter preclude this view. Bishop William t s strite 
with bis archdeacon Walkelin was reported in the s\IIIIler of' 1156. 
See Letters, 63, 64. Second17, Bishop Heal's difficulties did not 
ari8e untU 1156 and were 8ett1ed in the beginning ot 1159. See 
Letters, 74, 82, 83, 84. Hence the crOltlling JIlU8t refer to one ot 
the 'crown wearings t whi eh occurred at Bur;y St. EdIIlunds in 1157, 
and at Wigford outside Lincoln on Christmas of the 88IDe year, and 
at Worcester on April 11, 1158. See Schralln, Histon!ll.!:b! Coro-
nation 31-32. Now it i8 known that Archbishop Roger ot York was 
with Henry in Dec_ber, 1157, at Gloucester. See Histori. !1 
ChartulariWll lIanaster1i G10ucestriae, 2. 105-106. Hence it u:r 
be sate to conjecture that the letter refers to the possibility of 
the crowning that took place at 1J1gford on Christmas, 1157. The 
letter then would han been written in December, 1157. 
Atter the departure ot )faster William and Ralph to whom with JaUch ear-
nestness of entrea ty I entrusted the business that we had discus8ed, I jour-
neyed to Norwich and there conducted your atfairs with. the neces8ar,y zeal aDd 
good faith. According17 through my in8istence and that ot our triends, that 
is, the monk, John, and )laster H., I secured what was owed to you by the lord 
Bishop ot HOrwich, although he complained a great deal about you. And per-
haps justly. Indeed, he said that, although he considered you the chiet 
among his friends, you alone bad talled him in a moment ot need. )fore over 
thi8 happened when in mortal danger he was 8triving against his own arch-
deacon at the greatest hazard ot honor aDd reputation. Evil pressed on all 
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lidea: on this side, apostoUc authority; on that, the power of the ld.n&. 
Those favoring both powers threatened his Ufe on all sides; and what he 
considered most dangerous, "the enemies or a man are of his own household."l 
ae then sought the help or friends; he put their fideUty to the test; and 
although others stood by him with what Uttle help the.y could give, you 
alone turned away your face in the day of battle. Accordingly, since all ot 
bis own household suttered a retwsal at your hands, he himself tinally ap-
proached in his own person, but he was "not heard tor his own reverence."2 
For you were unwilling to postpone the dinner until you could see the out-
Calle ot the battle. Furthenaore, the disciple who had denied the Lord with 
an oath, urged on b7 10Te, tollowed the Lord to see the end • .3 You, however, 
have approached the table, while he to whom you were vowing allegiance of 
love was being dragged to the cross. For these reasons he to whom you are 
unwilling to furnish assistance in so great a necessity beUeved that you 
spurned his kindness. To be sure I settled these and other objections as 
though the7 were spider webs, although they seemed valid to me; and finall7 
I persuaded the man to reckon you among the DlOst fai thtul of his friends. 
Certainly I know that in accordance with my word you will give hill assistan: 
and consideration so that with your help he ma7 be secure tran the snares ot 
his rivals. The sixty soldi received fran him I handed over to 70ur A. who, 
it was proper, should adjust 70ur affairs it he wished to check the outcries 
or your clerics. Whether I have acted wisely, you ma7 make known in 70ur 
1 1latthew 10 • .36. 
2 Hebrews 5. 7 . 
.3 Matthew 26. 58. 
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reply. In addition, write to Jle advising the best course to be pursued in 
the case of )faster El7--whether I should exact the JIOne~ in bulk or pure 
.il ver, for I take orders tram you and trom no other. I had almost passed 
over entirel1 a point that JlUSt not be omitted, since it touches the securi-
ty of honor and your adYantage. If the Lord Archbishop of YorkS attempts to 
crown the king or through rasn suggestion to undertake anything unusual in 
opposition to the Church of Canterbury in our prOYince, have nothing to do 
with it, but check his temerity, because the ayenger of our injuries is the 
Lord of vengeance, the God of the Jlen of Canterbury. Yet, if our see has 
hurt you northerners in any _y, we are ready to make satisfaction, proYided 
that you be burdened with us to make the move. 
4 See Letters, 83, 84. 
5 Roger ae POnt l'Eveque, Archbishop of York, 1154-1181. 
stJMMARY: 
81. Archbishop Theobald 12 ~ Hew g 
Theobald denies all lalowledge of a letter that he was accused of 
writing, in which it is stated that he regrets the prc:aotion of 
Roger de Pont l'Eveque, who had been Archdeacon of Canterbur,y, 
to the see of York. There 111&7 have been sane connection be-
tween this false charge .and the warning in letter 80 against the 
Archbishop of York t s a ttempting to crown H8IU7. The forged let-
ter ma)" have been the work of interested parties who resented 
Theobald t s warning. If this conjecture is correct, the letter 
ma)" be placed at the end of llS7 or early in llS8. 
It is equivalent to a sacrilege to deceive )"our royal majest)" with cun· 
ning artifices, especiall)" when the tricke17 incurs the displeasure of au-
thorit)" against the innocent. Wickedness, the sower of hatred, when it .orl 
to the loss of salvation, is instrumental in destrO)"ing charitT. Although 
God abhors all other crimes, it is this that His soul detests, because of 
its signal malice. Enemies have attempted to deceive )"Our sincerit)", as we 
have heard and grieve. For the)" have presented letters drawn up in our Daae 
in which it is indicated that I"deeply distressed, regret the promotion 
of our esteemed brother Roger to the archbishopric of York. The)" further 
claim that, as I have been denied the power of changing the point wherein 
I have failed, I am presenting entreaties to )"Our majest)" to correct it 
through the power delegated to )"OU b)" the Lord who metes out justice and 
wreaks vengeance on nations at the acceptable time. Behold, as the Lord is 
rq witness and my judge, I am speaking the truth in your ears. I neither 
wrote those letters nor bave I wished them to be written, nor have I ~ 
knowledge that the)" were written b)" awone of my household. The)" are false, 
and only a forger, whoever he be, .has lalowingl1' used them for )"Our deception 
and his own destruction. He will clearl)" bear his own judgment and he, 
according to the authority of the sacred canons, has fallen into the snare 
ot anathema, since the spirit of God detests those who act in this wise as 
,owers ot discord and instigators ot schisms. Consequently, we beg your 
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•• renity that you order the authors ot so great evil to be brought to punish-
.eat , if you please, and to be visited with so rigorous a chastisement that 
those who hear ot the punishment may be taught and may teach that deception 
and malice is not. pleasing to an upright and just prince. 
82. ~ !d! ~ Adrian n 
suYMARY: ,John requests Adrian IV to send letters of relaxation to Bishop 
Ifeal of Ely who had complied with the orders of Boso, the papal 
chamberlain. See Letters, 83. As related in notes on letter 
74, Ifeal had obtained an extension of the term in which he had 
been obliged to make restitution on March 17, 1157, and the let-
ter indicates that he is now asking for the full relaxation of 
the sentence of suspension. This letter se_s to have been sent 
at the saae time as letter 83, which was written shortly after 
December 15, 1157. For further material on this case see 
ChartulariURl Ellense, !!!!£!:!. Sanctorwa lulli 4. 581, and Jaffe, 
Reg. ~. 10265 and 10535 ff. 
The silence which I had imposed upon mTselt our esteemed father, the 
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Bishop ot Ely' has broken. He bas torced me to make known to TOur MajestT 
the proofs of his devotedness. For he believes that his cause can be aided 
with your Eminence through the testimony and intercession of TOur faithful 
ones. Because he bas proved his pledge of love to me through the skillful 
aanagement of TOur interests, I am begging Tour SerenitT rather earnestlY' 
to preserve untarnished for him that favor which he received from your kind-
ness before the Lord raised your throne above the heads of the sons of men. 
The Lord of CanterbUl7, with whom I have deposited the one hundred marks 
.terling which I had received fran the atoresaid bishop in fulfillment ot 
your mandate, seeks this verT favor. The above-mentioned bishop leans toward 
aUegiance to TOU, but he would be tar more inclined if TOU would stretch 
torth the sweetness ot TOur merOT to hint" mindful of those things which were 
enjoined upon me as I returned from your MajestT. l I believed one ot those 
utters cODD1tted to rq care should be entrusted to hint. lIberefore, in order 
1 John returned from his visit to the pope in the spring of 1157. See 
R. L. Poole, Studies .y! Chronology !!!S History, 273. 
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that he may be more certain ot your tavor, it it pleases you., J'JJJq you. troaa 
tour bounty transmit the letters ot granted relaxation. May your paternity 
11 ve on through the ages and may you rem_ber accurately what all know and 
.,ery tew contess in your presence, "The Pope ot ROlle cannot be a pope tor 
qe.rt 
• 
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83. i2bn l2 !. X_ber 2l. !!l! Papal Cllria (?) 
'l'bis letter was written by John to someone who was connected with 
the papal curia or who was about to make a journey thither. R. L. 
Poole conjectures that it was written to John Belaeis, treasurer 
ot York, but it gives news ot the settling ot the quarrel between 
the Archbishop ot York and the aonks ot Gloucester, and John Bel-
meis was present at this agreement. This event helps to establish 
the date ot the letter, for the trouble between the archbishop and 
the monks was settled at Gloucester in King Henry's presence on 
December 15, 1157. See Historia !!. ChartulariQll llonasterii 
Gloucestriae 11. 105-6. This letter was written shortly atter 
that, and requests the recipient to intercede tor Bishop Neal ot 
1l.7. See Letters, 74, 82, alt.. 
Although I was disposed to be silent, the business of our lord the Pope 
hich I have been conducting with the Lord ot ~ campels me to burden 70ur 
, 
postollc ears with letters. Wheretore, it is necessar.r that action on your 
art follow up Dt7 eftort. For although the aftair bas been handled etli-
l.ntIT, tbat which bas been accClllplished will be thereb7 strengthened by 
b. authori t7 ot law. The Lord of Il.7 delivered to us in compliance with 
n. order ot the Lord Pope one hundred marks sterling as the Lord Boso had 
Lrected. He also sent to the Lord BOsol through the lord Archbishop ot 
:anterbury and BlY'selt ten marks for the gold mark. Therefore,' conduct mat-
tars in sllch a wa7 with the Lord Boso that he send letters ot granted relaxa-
tion to the bishop as he promised to do. He ought not to be burdened it, 
having received the gold, he send back word to that eftect. As for the rest 
there i8 nothing new here except that between the Archbishop of York2 and 
1 See Letters, 68. 
2 Roser de Pont L'Eveque, Archbishop ot York, 1154-1181. 
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84. ~ ~ i2!!!l Bella.is, Treasurer .2! ~ 
stJl8WlY: John relates to John Belmns, the treasurer ot York, the indigna-
tion ot Bishop Robert ot St. Andrews against Abbot Arnold ot Kelso, 
who is attempting to obtain 8X8lIlption tran the bishop's Jurisdic-
tion. The letter se_s to have been written at the same time as 
letter 83, at the end ot 1157, tor it conveys the same news ot 
Bishop Neal ot El7's case. See Letters, 74, 82, 83. 
Although I am ott ended by your sUence, yet I greet triends even though 
ottended. I greet lOU, indeed, but in another language than lOur negligence 
deserves. In truth you ought to be reprimanded tor your immodera te silence, 
but our esteemed tather, Robert, Bishop ot Saint Andrews, 1 checked JffJ' spirit 
ot resentment, desiring that his person and cause be cODUllended to your zeal. 
'!be Abbot ot Kelso, 2 roused by the example ot the "headless ones") is annoy-
ing him, and, by a way of obedience- which Christ 1mew not, assuming a certain 
semblance ot freedom, he is rising to the equality of episcopal authority. 
~, the Father ot Canterbury, as well as I, commends the cause ot the 
bishop to YOu; and He whom you will not dare to spurn, humble and just as he 
is, co_ends the case to you--His name is Christ the Lord. The offense ot 
;your silence will be atoned for somewhat in the cause of the bishop, provided 
that the preceding fault by its prolongation is not turned into a crime. It 
1 Robert, Bishop of St. Andrews, ll22-1159. 
2 Arnold, Abbot of Kelso from 1147 until 1160, when he succeeded Bishop 
Robert in the see of St. Andrews. Kelso was in Roxburghsh1re, Scotland. 
It was founded in 1128 by K1ng David I for monks trom '!'iron in Picarq, 
who were transterred frcm Selkirk, where they had been established fifteen 
years earlier. 
3 "Acephali sunt qui nec regem nec ecclesiam nec barones aut dominos feudales 
agnoscunt, cwn pauperes sint at nullum tenementwu. possideant, ratione cuius 
aos ut capita sua recogn08cant." Sea Leges Henrici 1. cap. 21. 
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you remain silent tor a longer space of time, you ma1' Dot rel,y on being par-
doned, because the message 1'0U do not give to friends, adversit1' -1' wrest 
frOtA 1'0u. With us there is nothing new except that the Lord of Ely' has made 
satisfaction according to the mandate of Lord Boso, as I have already writ-
ten to hila and in second place to you. 
I 
I 
stJMIIARY: 
8S. ~ ~ Abbot Peter !!! .Ce_11=-e 
John explains to Peter ot Celle his reason tor returning Brother 
Thomas to 'l'royes. He teared that the II10nk might be endangered; 
S8 
and so he preterred to incur the wrath ot the reluctant monk rather 
than Peter's reproaches tor neglecting his spiritual weltare. From 
the .ention ot Christm&sin the ~etter, it seams to have been writ-
ten shortly' atter that date in 1157. The letter appears to be an 
answer to Peter's letter 74 (see Kigne f. ~. 202) in which Peter 
excuses himselt tor not having sent the relics ot St. Aigult to 
John as he bad praaised and remarks that he is now sending ~ther 
1filliu, whose arrival John announces in this letter. The relics 
ot st. Aigult were being sent round in order to collect tuads tor 
rebuilding the monastery ot St. Aigult at Provins, which had been 
destroyed bT fire in the staRer of 1157, see Letters, 75. 
I believe that the pledge of mY' devotion bas long since been endent 
to you so that conceming it JOU mould not believe every ruDlor. I have 
. I 
done so, that you do not believe-if Brother 'l'hcaas dares to suggest aq-
t.hing untoward to JOur ears-for there is sane feeling between him and JIl8. 
I do not fear to pass under JOur jwigment or that of al11' discreet person. 
to enable you to examine the atter more easily', I sball aalee it known brief-
ly. When quite a few dqs had elapsed after he had arriyed, .it becue ap-
parent to all that his labor bad been in vain and that ;yom- effort and ex-
penses had been wasted. Then he tarried som.e daTs with WI and in om- YiciDi-
ty, and he began in a short time to conduct hiJUelt in a light.-minded amer, 
IlOre so than _s fitting insofar as word and action is concerned (for nothiDg 
of a slanderous nature can be charged to hia). ~ foolish and. prudent 
LndiYiduals come and go here so that the chaff or the wheat is never able 
taai17 to be detected. lIberefore, as the sobriet;y and continenc;y of the un 
-
1 See Letters, 6S. 
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was pleasing, so his levity of word and gesture and his inconstancy of plan 
was displeasing. For he :was 81f8yed 88si17 and immoderate17; but he sometime 
88si17 laid aside his wrath, ,and as the intimacy of the courtiers and throng 
of people have never, or rarely, been advantageous to the more simple souls 
in their religious life, I ciesignedly wished him to live at the monasteries 
and with the canons with whOll I was acquainted, as long as he was staying 
with us. In the aeantime, I also advised him to visit his relatives, whOlD 
he wished to visit, so, however, that he should in no wise g1 'Ie them hope of 
bis return. For I know by experience in JDaD1' cases that, although it is 
dangerous for a monk to be turned loose alone in a crowd of seculars, it is 
JIOat dangerous in our nation. For this reason I have sent you the servant-
through WOlD I thanked you for the bread,2 begging drink also, since I do not 
eat more than I' drink, as you know-to report your advice on his prolonged. 
stay with us or his return. When the lad dela;red, I advised Brother Thomas 
to return since I discerned it to be expedient. Be, indeed, was amOTed, nor 
did I desist because of this, but, due to it, so auch the lIOn did I insist, 
because I saw that a8D1' who had seen him £or a abort tille as it happened, in 
passing, ,were concerned about his being retained, and certain ones of these 
even came to ae about it. So I waa induced the aore, and I gave greater at-
tention to hia return, for I withdrew'support trom his undertaking, I con-
deaned his plans, and with spurs, as it were, I urged hila to return. This, 
however, was moat annoy.:l.ng to him, the more so because he had decided and 
agreed to spend the Christmas holidaTS 8IDODg his relatives, friends, and 
2 See Letters, 65. 
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acquaintances in places trequented by the CaBmon herd and devoid ot any mark 
ot respectability. Wheretore, I preterred to brave his anger rather than to 
acquiesce in a daD8erous and destrllctive plan. The brother is serviceable 
and of good will, as I believe, bllt too gllileless at present, to be entruted 
to his own gllidance in gatherings ot people. Aside trom this levity, I tind 
little or nothing in him ot which to complain, with this exception that 
there is no oqe, or rarely' an;yone, in whoa he does not discover sOJaething to 
carp at; this, I think, springs trOlll his natural tickleness. I, indeecl, saw 
a misWlderstanding threatening .e OIl both sides, as I ran the risk ot his 
distavor, or deserved to lo.e TOur regard. I contess ~ tault; incleed., I 
deliberated through more than a month, but tinallT haTing recovered. my reso-
lilt ion ot mind. I steadtastlT withstood his displeasure, that I Jlight not 
, 
constitllte a danger to the contideme I owed to YOIl. I have cOJIlpelled. hill 
to rebun, and this also is lI17 talllt. He acqlliescecl umrillinglT at last to 
117 plan, bllt I aa gratetlll that he tinally agreed, although unwiJl1ngly'; 
hence the grounds ot dissension; hence the tinder ot distraction; hence the 
detamation ot JAT entire service and ot lIfT allegiance. At one time or another 
YOIl have sent WI Brother ThOlllas ot Norwich, Brother William, and several 
others. All have acceded to ra:r suggestion, bIlt it has irked. no one ot the. 
to acqlliesce to rq advice. Indicate whether I have tailed. And as the 
brother is indeed simple and, as I believe, by no meaDS malicious, I beg 
you to hold. him dear and. to use him, since he is uetlll, and jut as he is 
DO wise to be entrusted in pllbllc places, thlls is he the lIlore indispensable 
to TOIlr personal service. He will perhaps bring torth 80lle other testimony, 
but nothing impel. .. to prevarica te . You were wont to trut .e, nor have I 
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as yet deserved ill. The "faithful witness" ot my conscience and of rq word 
nis in heaven,"3 and He it is Who puni8he8 every untruth' and recompenses the 
truth, 80 dear to him with the reward ot Hilaself. He (Thoraas) i8 wont to 
love the bearer ot the8e present8 le8s becau8e I have torced biB to return, 
believing that he (the bearer) induced •• -to auch a degree, indeed, that I 
bave with difficulty compelled him to cr088 the strait; but it i8 your love 
that haa torced aeto this action to whom I owe whatever I am and can be, 
DaY, whatever I shall be and could be, and anything more I ahall be able to 
be • Farewell. 
3 Psalu 88. 38. 
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86. Archbisho,R Theobald ~ f22! Adrian n 
sUJ,OfARY: Theobald asks tor a new papal mandate in order to proceed in the 
dispute between the monks or St. Bertin and Hugh ot Dover tor pos-
session ot the church ot Chilham. A papal andate had ordered 
Hugh to restore the property, but he had protested that the church 
had never belonged to the monks, but bad been given to a certain 
Odo by William ot Ypres and Odo had gone shares with the monks in 
the church's revenues. Further, this transaction bad been pro-
nounced simoniacal by Archdeacon Roger and the monks had with-
drawn. Hugh had sent messeDgers to Rame to protest against the 
decision, but was willing to stand trial betore Theobald; but 
when the monks were suaRoned to plead their case, they retused 
-to appear unless the property was tirst restored to thea. 
R. L. Poole places both this letter and letter Pfl in the SWllller 
ot 1158 (see studies !!! ChronologY !E H1storz. 276-277) and 
outlines the histor,y ot the case. 
"It appears tram docUBents preserved in transcripts at Saint 
Oller that the churches ot Chilham and Tbrowley were granted to 
the monastery ot Saint Bertin by William ot Ipres, whca K1Dg 
. Stephen had placed in a position ot ascendancy in Kent. This 
grant was confirmed by Archbishop Theobald, by the kiDg, and 
by Pope !nastasius IV ot November 17, 115.3. (See Round, 
Calendar 9l. Doc_ents preserved in France, Nos. 1129-.32 (1899).) 
The archbishop atterwards declared that his confirmation was 
extorted under caapulsion, !!..!1 ~ supradicti tyranni (letter 
Pfl). • • When· Henry II came to the throne, according to the Saint 
Bertin chronicler, he annulled the grants made by William ot 
Ypres (see the continuation ot SiIlon ot Saint Bertin's Chartu-
lariUll S1thiense .3. 7. ed. B. Guerard, 1840); and the proper-
ties seem to bave reverted to the lords ot the two churches. 
But it was not long bet ore the monks ot Saint Bertin obtained 
Throwley, torHaJlon ot Throwlq's grant ot the church to them 
was contirmed by Henry n in tne suaaer ot 1155. (Round, 
Calendar g! D,2C_ents, 1.3.3.3.) Ch1lham on account ot the in-
trusion ot Octo,:presented greater dUticulty. It bad passed 
into the hand ot the lord, Hugh ot Dover; the monks ot Saint 
Bertin were inhibited b7 a papal mandate traa enjo71Dg the. 
profits ot the benetice. The archbishop was torced, as he says 
(letter Pfl), to deter taking action because the days were evil. 
Until 1filli8lll ot Ypres was expelled he had to disstaulate. Now 
the pipe roll ot 2 Henr,y II accounts tor lfill1aa' s lands in Kent 
tor a tull year, as property which. he had then held (habet); but 
the roll tor the next 788r gives the charge onlT tor halt a year 
as land which he tormerly held (habuit). (See pipe rolls ot 2, 
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3, and 4 Henr.y II, 65, 101. (1844).) His tenure, therefore, ende 
at Easter 1157... That an agre.ent was come to before long was 
proved by two charters, in one of which Hugh grants the church of 
. Chilham to the monks of Saint Bertin (see Round, Calendar of DocQ-
ments, 1327) and in the other this grant is contiraed b7 tIi8' ir'Cii-
bishop Theobald (see Round, Calendar !!! Documents, l328).n 
See Letters, 72, 73 which mention this case as well as the case 
of Archdeacon Osbert of York. 
In accordance with the order of your,Holiness we earnestly advised the 
excellent Hugh of Dover to restore to the monks of Saint Bertinl the Church 
of Chilhu., 2 which belonging to th_, so they said, according to a law of 
their monastery, they camplainhas been taken forcibly fraa their jurisdic-
tion. However, he proadsed that he would comply with your apostolic mandate 
and with the law BlOst devotedly' and in all points; and he proved the actual 
falsity of the entreaties which the monks had poured ferth to you. Indeed, 
in the first place he asserted that the said Church, which they had never 
held by his consent or by the consent of a~ of his predecessors, did not 
belong to the jurisdiction of the lJlOnastery, especially since the status of 
a Church cannot be changed or be subjected to rule by a founder who is will-
ing, much less by one who violently disagrees. Then, too, he said that the 
aonks had never possessed it in their own name but through a certain Odo, 
that that notorious tyrant and harsh persecutor of the Church, lfilliam of 
Ypres,3 when the owners of the estate had been disinherited, had somehow or 
1 Saint Bertin at Saint-Omer, Flanders. 
2 Chilham, lent. 
:3 William of Ypres, son of Philip of Flanders. After the death of Charles 
of Denmark he laid claim to Flanders, but was finally forced to fle. and 
'took service in 133 under Stephen to whom he was very loyal. He was 
driven from Kent b7 Henr,y n in 1157 and died about 1165. 
other managed to have hiJI. (Odo) admitted to ownership. He asserted that, b7 
a secret collusion it happened that he (Odo) ceded the atoresaid Church to 
them (monks), that the monks had allotted certain revenues to the atoresaid 
Odo, that this was even publicly known, and that thus through a siaoniacal 
JIlediation, they had obtained a certain possession ot the Church although our 
esteemed brother, now Roger ot York, then4 Archdeacon ot Canterbur.y, checked 
this with apostolic authoritT. Lastly, he said that the abbot and the monlal 
of Saint Bertin, who had been present when the above-mentioned tyrant was 
dri ven out trom the kingdom of England, had renounced .the quarrel and pos-
session which they bad bad torever, so that he was allowed to carry awaT the 
revenues ot the atoresaid church, with the per.mission ot the lord. He prom-
bed that he would prove all these things very completeq. Besides, he 
Itated that he had alreadT sent messengers to TOur JrajestT, so that there 
he might uncover the deceit and malice ot the monks; none the less, in our 
hearing, he was prepared to demonstrate his own innocence and justice. lIher 
fore, when we, wishing to understand the truth ot the entreaties, as it was 
fitting, appointed a d~ tor the monks, theT responded that theT would not 
IUbmit their case, unless, without reference to the findings, they were re-
instated. We, theretore, unwilling to proceed into prejudgment and contrary 
to law, are awaiting TOur mandate, ready to obeT TOU in all things and 
through all things. 
4 This was betore October 1154, when Roger became archbishop ot York. 
87. Archbishop Theobald ~ f!!E! Adrian n 
sUMMARY: Theobald rehearses the case as given in letter 86, and writes that 
although Hugh is willing to stand. trial, the monks still refuse to 
risk it, therefore he has sequestrated the church until a decision 
has been reached. He warns the Pope that the charter which the 
monica will show signed by hiJueU was extorted from him, and asks 
him not to believe tales about the treasurer of York. Finall7 he 
begs the Pope so to decide the case, that the wrath of the 1dng and 
nobles does not descend upon hia. 
This letter was written shortly after letter 86, for it mentions 
that a second mandate 'ordering Hugh to aske restitution had ar-
r1 ved from the Pope while Hugh t s .. ssengers were en route to ROlle. 
Theobald 'is now sending this so that the Pope DIa7 be better in-
for.aed of the ca.e. 
Although we have entrusted our .. essage in verbal form. to our messengers, 
wbo should consider this action a pledge of honesty and fidelity, we have 
taken care, by evidence of letters to your Paternity, to indicate how the 
case of the .. onks of st. Bertin relative to the Church of Chilham has pro-
ceeded. The distinguished gentleman, Hugh of Dover, when warned by us ac-
cording to your aandate to restore intact the aforesaid Church, to the monks 
who ccmplained that they had been despoiled of it by force, answered that 
restitution was not due to them by any law, since they could not be defraud-
ed who had never been in control. He further stated that the holding of the 
property of the said church the possession of which they seemed to be con-
testing had been held not in hia own but in another's name, a certain Odo, 
who we ourselves know had possessed the said church; but that he had renounced 
it to him or that he had ceded it to another, of that we were cOIl1pletely ig-
norant. We are also certain that our archdeacon, the present Archbishop of 
York, by entering a complaint had forbidden the .. onks to lI1x themselves up 
I 
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in the concerns of that church. But as the daTs were evil and that infamous 
tyrant and very Tiolent persecutor of the Church William a Ypres, to who. 
the said Odo clung threatened us, we were torced to dissimulate when, under 
the protection ot William, spurning the suggestion ot the archdeacon ot York, 
the monks began to handle dishonest4r the revenues ot Odo in his 1l8II1e, who 
(OdO) in turn was looking out tor hiuelf for the tuture. Besides, even it 
it should be established that the monks had possession in his name, he (Hugh) 
dismissed their petition saying that theT had renounced the ownership and 
the litigation when he permitted th~ to carrT ott the truits ot the Church. 
He ottered to prove this to everTone's satisfaction. Wheretore, when the 
soldier deanded that the monks make clear their intention and that the in-
tegritT of his claim be admitted, the monks declining a contlict demanded 
that theT be restored aside trom the findings in the case. To this the 
soldier replied that your llajest;y had not ordered that the propertT be gov-
erned for him but that it be restored to him, and according to the clause ot 
restitution and fraa other things which were contained in TOur sacred com-
mand, that the tindings of the case be tullT entrusted to us. Because theT 
were circumventing our person as he said, b7 talse insinuations, and were 
unwilling to proceed in the trial, he said that. he would refer all things to 
you for consideration and that he would obeT TOU as his Father and Lord in 
all things. As time went on, before his messenger arrived TOU repeated TOur 
order concerning the subllission ot the soldier. Wheretore, we, manifesting 
due reverence and obedience to your orders, although the soldier repeatedlY" 
offered himself up to justice and the monks on the contrar,y evaded the out-
cOIle of the trial, we took over the church with all its appurtanences, even 
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though it involved great danger to us, retaining it in our hands until the 
truth of the case should be made mown to you and your will be clearly _ni-
test to us. If they should show a doc .. ent forged in our name, that we may 
confess our imperfection, may you know that it was extorted from us through 
fear of the above-mentioned tyrant. . This also may not escape the notice of 
your lIajesty--that our devoted John,l Treasurer of York, who the monks as~ert 
had often seized the said church through lay hands, never put his hand on it 
or mixed himself up in its transactions in any way, except that he faithful! 
stood by an old friend, whom he could not fail in this nece8sity without dis-
honor and great 10S8 of friends. Wherefore,.e beg your Grace, that relative 
to this case you issue an order with such moderation, as it will please you, 
that the monks, if they have an;r right, may so tollo. out your caumand that 
we may not incur the disfavor of our lord the king and the persecution of all 
the nobles who are scandalized by this disagreement. lie pray that you give 
joy by some grant of comfort to your beloved son John treasurer ot York whose 
happiness has been blighted due to the vicious insinuations of the monks. 
1 John Helmeis, later Bishop ot Poitiers and Archbishop ot ~ns. 
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88. Archbishop Theobald ~ Poee 4drian n 
Theobald relate. the appeal and states the case of Osbert, Arch-
deacon ot York, who has been accused of poiSOning his archbishop, 
Willi" Fitz Herbert. 
R. L. Poole places this letter in the autumn of 1158. See .Letters, 
86, EYl, and Studies !!1 Chronology !.!!! History, 276-7. 
A certain cleric of the family of 1filliUll of blessed meDlo17 , 
of York, by the name of Symphorian, at a certain important meeting2 in the 
presence of ICing Stephen3 and ot the bishops and barons of ¥ngland accused 
OSbert, Archdeacon of York, on a charge of poisoning. He declared the said 
~hbi.hop had been killed thr~ the poison poured for him at the table of 
the Lord b;y the archdeacon, atfirming steadfastly that he would prove this 
.10 ordeal ot hot iron, boiling water, or single cOBlbat or a111" other form. of 
investigation. But, Osbert, who denied the charge with the greatest insist-
.ee, declared that by the privilege of his dignity and rank he would not 
t to the investigation of a la7 court but onl1 of an ecclesiastical 
.' . 
court and that he was ready' to stand his ground through it all. When both 
according to the custom of our na tion had given bail relative to the 
tion ot the disagreement, into the hands ot the king, who announced 
to us and to our protesting and contending brothers that this case, because 
1i11iam Fitz Herbert (Saint 1filliam) had been consecrated archbishop of 
York by Bishop Henr7 ot finchester on September 26, 1143, but beeall8e 
the appointment was not approved by the opponents of King stephen, Pope 
lUgene consecrated Henry MUrdak in his place on December 7, 1147. On 
Henry's death on October 14, l1S3, William regained the see, and died 
on June 8, l1S4. 
fbis was held in London. 
I1ng Stephen died October 25, 1154. 
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the cbarge was serious and because it was initiated in his presence, belonge 
to his own jurisdiction, the controversy was deterred until the Octave ot the 
Jpiphan.y.4 In the meantime our most serene lord, King HenI7, 5 succeeded 
King Stephen. Not without the greatest difticulty, with a strong hand and 
with the resentment ot the king and all his nobles, we have recalled the 
said case trom his jurisdiction tor ecclesiastical examination. 'Wheretore, 
when, because ot JII8IlY intervening delays, the question, ot necessity, was 
drawn out and the prosecutor, 81mphorian, was not able to complete the ac-
cusation according to the exactness ot the law and ot the canons, on the 
advice of our esteemed brothers, Richard of London, Hilar,y ot Chichester, 
Jocelin of Salisbury, Robert of keter,6 bishops, and ot other prudent men 
who were present, as the news ot the case was blazoned throaghout the entire 
island, we enjoined upon the said archdeacon a purgation7 at the hands ot 
three archdeacons. Four other deacons were employed with them and we public-
ly ordained the day tor the prescribed purgation. As the day neared, the 
said archdeacon approached us, declaring that he preterred to prove his in-
nocence in the presence of the Raman Church, to which, perhaps, word had 
already arrived, and placing all his goods under your protection, by apos-
tolic authority he prevented his case being settled by anyone. He also added 
that during the Octave ot the FpiphalV'S he would present himself in your 
4 Janua17 13, 1155. 
S Henry was crowned at Westminster on December 19, 1154. 
6 Richard, Bishop of London, 1152-1162; Hilary, Bishop ot Chichester, 
1147-1169; Jocelin, Bishop of Salisbury, 1142-1184; Robert 1farelwast, 
Bishop ot keter, 1155-1160. 
7 See Letters, 96. 
8 This would be January 13, 1159. 
presence. Wherefore, we, as it is proper, ginng place to your Apostolic 
Majesty, bave reserved the decision of the case to your Holiness. 
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89. Archbishop Theobald !2 !!!! )(onks ~ Evesham 
sUJOfARY: Theobald warns the monks ot Evesham. of the dangers of being wi tb-
out an abbot, and sets the date for the election. Evesbaa was a 
Benedictine monastery in Worcestershire. This letter is placed 
early either in 1159 or 1160. William de Andeui11a was abbot from 
1149 until his death on Janua1'74, 1159. He as succeeded in 1159 
by Roger, a monk of Saint Augustine t s CanterburT, who died on 
Janua17 4, 1160. Altred the bishop of Worcester, who was dele-
gated to be present at the election, which was set tor the first 
Sunday atter June 24, died on Jlarch 27, 1160. AdaDa, a Clun1ac, 
was abbot from 1160 until 1191. See Chronicon Abbatiae de 'luesbam 
~. -
The absence or negligence of pastors inflicts such great harm on the 
churches that what has perished easiq and briefly in spiritual and material 
effects, can scarceq, with great labor, much vigilance, and through a long 
period ot time be reestablished. For from without, robbe17 and multiple 
losses in tamporal affairs threaten; from within, a more frightful monster 
advances to the attack; and when the shoot and the root have been severed, 
the lion roaring everywhere finds the exposed, whOll. he devours. l One who is 
in such a difficult position and doesn't tear is completeq dead rather than 
lifeless. But the salvation of those who ought to encounter and heal such 
great maladies i8 endangered, unless they exercise complete watcbtulness in 
procuring the safety of their subjects. Whence, we, in our patemal attec-
tion compassionating your desolation, have secured fram our lord the ldng 
permission to select a suitable pastor for you according to the rule ot 
sacred canons. The matter daands dispatch and care, since ever;y delay of 
postponing salvation prolongs the danger; then too, the status of your church 
1 1 Peter 5. 8. 
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depends on this, so that it seeDlS TOtlr religious ought to mourn rather than 
procrastinate in this matter. The monastic spirit is perishing trom within; 
material goods are being plundered, destroyed, and are disappearing; nor is 
there 8D¥one at home who extends help or advice. The malady is already one 
ot long standing, since tor a long time there has been wanting one who is 
willing and able to ward oft these evils. Wheretore, as we are unable to 
_lee known our trouble to you in your presence, we are sending to you Otlr 
esteamed brothers, Walter, Bishop ot Coventr;y, and Alfred, ,Bishop ot Worces-
ter, 2 and our beloved sons ot Pershore.3 and ot Winchombe, 4 ordering you in 
Yirtue ot holy obedience to the apostolic mandates, that by their advice 
you elect tor yotlrselves as abbot on the tollowing Sunday atter the teast ot 
Saint John the Baptist5 a person religious in character, learned, posses8ed 
ot good reputationtrom outsiders that he may be enabled, with the help ot 
God, to take charge and do good. It it happens that 80me one ot the above-
named brothers is absent in body or in mind, let the plan ot the rest avail 
notwithstanding. Moreover, we know that anyone among you who acquiesces in 
80 religious, so advantageous a plan does not seek those things which are to 
his own advantage, but those things which are ot Jesus Christ. 6 We altogeth-
er set at nought the voice ot those who, resisting the Holy Spirit,7 will be 
2 Walter, Bishop ot Coventry, 1149-1162; Allred, Bishop ot Worcester, 
1158-Jlarch 27, 1160. 
3 Pershore, a Benedictine monastery in Worcestershire. Reginald was 
the abbot. 
4 Winchcombe, a Benedictine monastery in Gloucestershire. Gervase was 
the abbot. 
S Feast ot St. John the Baptist: June 24. 
6 Philippians 2. 21. 
7 Acts 7. 51. 
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found by the above-mentioned brothers appointed tor this purpose to risk 
their own salvation and that ot others, as much as is in them. Nor show.d 
antone believe that he _y call upon the king, because a delay ot your 
salvation will be annoying to him, who to us--lest the atter be postponed--
baa entrusted these changes in this place. Farewell. 
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90. Archbishop Theobald !2 f22!. Adrian n 
SUMIIARY: Reports a schiam. of the cleru of Boulogne against K:i.lo n, their 
newlY appointed bishop. 
This letter 1I4T have been written in 1159, when llilo II, an 
Englishman, succeeded 11110 I, who died on July 16, 1158. 
The Church ot Morini,1 deprived as she is ot the holy Bishop Milo best 
of tathers, ever showers maternal aftection on those who are attacking her, 
and in her necessities has been known to conter many comforts ot piety. 
TheT themselves, howeve;, are returning evil tor good,2 and, seeking those 
things which are their 0IID,3 they are att8llpting to tear apart their mother; 
hence it is that, prostrate at the knees ot your Holiness with as much seal 
as we can muster, we beg that TOur Grace, who is accustOIRed to punish the 
ungrateful and to open the bosom ot your mercy to the worthy and well-deserv-
ing, to regard the church ot )(110 ld.nd17 and to trustrate all attempts of 
evident ambition; since, indeed, your apostolic right band is accustomed to 
irrigate the tender plants with the benetits ot your favor that theT JUT 
thrive, and to reBove ever,y detriment of choking lest they decay or wither. 
Indeed, it YOLl please, YOLl will do this more justly inaSlluch as the hope is 
greater that our esteaed Brother 111104 who has sLlcceeded the holy' JI110 in 
the episcopacy, 1187 advance also in sanctity and virtue. 
1 The diocese ot Terouanne-Boulogne. lIilo I died on July 16, 1158. 
2 Psalu 34, 12; 37. 21. 
3 Philippians 2. 21. 
4 Kilo U, Bishop o.t Terouanne-Bou.logne, 1159-1169. 
91. i2!m !:2 Pope Adrian !y. 
stJUlWlY: In this letter, which -7 be placed in the sUlllller of 1159, 
John adds his recOlllDlendation of Willi8lll Cumin to the letter sent 
by Theobald on the same subject. See Letters, 92. John also, 
takes the occasion to intor.. Pope Adrian IV that Bishop Arnult 
of Lisiewe was the author of the accusations that had brought 
down upon his head the wra th of King Henry. That John was in 
serious trouble with Henry during the 7ear 1159 is indicated 
b7 several of the following letters. The occasion of the ac-
cusations levelled at John b7 Bishop Arnult was a visit that 
John _de to Raile in the winter of 1158-1159. Upon his retum 
. Arnull had reported that John had been too solicitous for the 
affairs of the Church, to the detriBent of those of the realm. 
That John made the visit during this winter is proved b7 the 
following facts. In letter 127, which is dated 1160, John 
sa78 that he fell into disfavour with the ldng in the preceding 
year and in letter 101 he states he had fallen into disgrace 
atter his return fraa ROlle. He is known to have been in England 
during the SamBer of 1159, for it was then that he finished the 
Policraticus. while the siege of Toulouse was in progress, 
July' to SepteJaber, 1159. See Policraticus Pro!., sub. tin.: 8. 
25. The )(etalogicon was finished later in the S8.Dle year, when 
John had heard of the death of Pope Adrian IV, which occurred 
on August 31. See .etalogicon 4. 42. ed. Webb 217. Theretore 
his visit was saaetime in the winter and spring of 1159. For 
further letters on John's trouble see letters 94, 96, 101, 103, 
104, 105, 106, 113, 127. 
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In everything which your goodness has done well, nothing is more pleas-
ing to our lord, King of the English, than the benetice which you have merci-
full7 given to Willi8lll Cumin, 70ur faithful se"ant. However, a certain 
1 brother b7 the name of A •. of Chard is striving to annul this (would that 
he were of a better life and of unimpeachable character!) and desires your 
majesty to yield precedence to his levit7 and inconstance--which God forbid. 
It would have been entirelY right not to listen to his c18llloring rather than 
deprive him deservedlT of restitution and, through no fault of his, to cast 
1 Chard in SOIIlerset. 
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out the one possessing the benefice legitimately. Wheretore may it please 
your dignity justly to preserve what you have mercifully bestowed, and hear 
him kindly in his just requests. As for the rest, the Bishop ot Lisieux2 
is a hammer of iniquity wearing down the Church of God. He has brought on 
poor me such great displeasure of the king that the king himself has offi-
cially amounced to the Lord of Canterbury and his chancellor) that I have 
decreased his royal power, and for this reason must be excluded fram the 
number of his faithful friends. You have also heard that concerning the 
letters, in which your benignity has pleaded my innocence, that that de-
ceptive liar dared to say "The Lord Pope has written what he wished; I am 
referring to the lord king what I know to be the truth." Therefore, may 
your piety be solicitous for me, and may it strive to regain this friendship 
of the ldng for me. 
2 Amul!, Bishop of Lisieux, ll4l-ll81. 
3 Thomas Becket, Archdeacon of Canterbury and Chancellor of England. 
92. Archbishop Theobald ~ Pope Adrian 1! 
SUMMARY: Theobald reports that the Church of Chard had been restored to 
William Cumin in compliance with the papal mandate, but that A. 
of Chard was on his way to Rome to appeal the case. He, there-
fore, commends William against the appellant. 
Our esteemed brother Robert, Bishop of Bath,l has restored the Church 
of Chard to our beloved son, your faithful servant, William of Cumin, ac-
cording to the mandate of your mercy, after he had rEmoved all appeals 
through which you had ordered the same to be restored to him, if it had 
established that he had made satisfaction completely to the Church of 
Durham.2 However, it is said that a certain cleric b.y the name of A., to 
invalidate this benefice of your clemency is journeying to the apostolic 
see. And so we extend what entreaties we can to your )faJest;y in behalf of 
William, begging that what your goodness has merc1ful.l;y deigned to bestow 
on him, it may vouchsafe faithfully to preserve, and that you may listen 
kindly to his just requests. 
1 Robert, Bishop of Bath, 1136-ll66. 
2 Durham. 
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93. John ~ Ralph 2t .§!!:!: (1) 
SUJ8IARY: John cleverly and playfully answers the complaints of a friend at 
Lisieux--perhaps Ralph Sarr. He speaks of the lrIlglish troops 
passing through Poitiers on their way to the siege of Toulouse. 
The troops were ordered to be at Poitiers on June 21, 1159 (See 
Robert Torigni, Continuatio Beccensis 322) and the siege of Tou-
louse began shortly after. '!be letter may be dated July 1159. 
Painters are wont to mix different types of paints and to soften in 
this way the harsher colors with the lighter and to bring out the finer 
touches with sharper contrasts, so that when they have moulded and have 
produced effective types of new color, the whole effect is pleasing and the 
combination becomes more effective than the individual colors. Hence it is 
perhaps for this ver,y reason that it frequently happens that those things 
which are more pleasing are more avidly sought. Lack of restraint forsakes 
its bounds when the grace of kindness leads in the en~ who is in no way 
guarded against. I ant not certain that you have ever been a painter, posi-
tive though I am that you imitate painters in some respects, if one can cor-
rectly be said to imitate those whom you clearly seem to surpass in produc-
ing certain types. Perhaps it was for this reason that last autumn you 
purchased various qualities of wine, whose purchase and transportation I 
recall that you wrote to me withdrew your attention from condl1cting other 
bl1siness. But though you look down upon the handiwork of cODlllon painters, 
still by no means can you excuse the fact that your langl18ge and your pen 
ditfuse the strength of the universal pigments ot a painter which becOMes a 
philosopher, for both your languagel has betrayed you and the letter recentl 
sent me convinces me that you are a blllff. You make use of the talent ot 
1 Matthew 26. 73. 
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tisiewe against a friend who is unsldlled in speech and untaught, and TOU 
sharpen your tongue2 with which from the beginning I had never intended to 
clash. Like a powerful speaker, strengthening your own case, tearing down 
that of your opponent, you have taken away every avenue of defense; indeed, 
had you known of all lfII' work, you would have so cut off every avenue that 
I would be unable to mumble. But in this case, things go well with the sim-
ple that are like lfII'self in that the spirit of prophecy does not always 
illumine you wise people. Yet I should readily believe that the men of 
tisiewe are divine, since they know so much and because they speak out what-
ever they wish. Why should I, then, for any reason rashly contend with you 
who are equal in authority and merit with the fathers of Lisiewe. Indeed, 
the masters of Lisieux are not only the fathers of people who possess these 
talents but of eloquence itself. Although they are on a par with the people 
of Orleans, who are skilled and accoraplished in mall7 ways, they very easi17 
surpass them in this particular point, because here they are born and became 
eloquent to such an extent that the natural practice of spealdng well in-
spires and moulds every age and sex. Wherefore, what shall I, a little man 
of halting tongue, reply to this great torrent of eloquence? Though I can-
not JIleet it on equal terms, yet those charges with which you, without reason, 
have branded me as unjust, perhaps, if I shall be allowed to briefly run ove 
them, I shall obtain pardon. You accuse me of being silent for a long time. 
Is it not permissable, nay, is it not just that he who is fumbling in speech 
and dull-witted be silent in the presence of the wise and eloquent? If he 
speak more frequently or word his response less suitably, will he not lay 
2 Psalms 63. 4; 139. 4. 
so 
bare his disgrace and perpetuate it? For the spoken word passes; the writ-
ten word lives on. Do I seem reserved--I who always write back to rq cor-
respondent and at times anticipate the letters you intend to write? But 
perhaps the very illiterate type of ~ letters and the pale color of ~ 
arid tongue express rather a man who wants to write and wants to say some-
thing than a man who actually writes and says something. In that event, 
rightlY am I spoken of as without eloquence or as silent, for by a similar 
figure of speech a poorly for.med waman3 is called misshapen and letters 
which have no .sounds are termed mutes. As for the rest, you have described 
another reason for my silence mentioning 'tq "highbrow position"-I "who from 
the throne of my power" with which you invest me scorn "to visit a humble 
friend by so much as a little note." Whence comes this accusation? Or who 
of those with whom I live is the author and infor.mer of this charge? You 
taunt me with the throne and the exercise of power. But have you not 
learned a little from the experience of time, for I complain of the short 
tiae we spent together, have you not learned, I s." that in the house of 
my lord I do not usurp the first places (reclining at table), that of my own 
accord, spontaneously of my good will I give place to JIaD1? It is indeed 
just that in the great home of my father, as in merit and dignity so in 
honor and the exercise of authoritY', JIl8D1' precede me. Y~u say "humble 
friend". I ask, what else is this profession of humilitY' than a certain 
deceitful displ87 of dignitY' and position under the pretended guise of glbry 
and honor. "Any little note," Y'ou added. lIhat, other than a little note, 
3 Horace, At! Poetica 4. 
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torsooth an awkward one, would an untaught and unlettered man send, who, as 
though another Moeris,4 becomes silent, surpassed by sane one tran Lisieux. 
In this instance you had your eyes open, and you appraise my strength right-
ly when you await nothing trom me except az\y little note. .Again, in order 
that you may accuse me ot haughtiness or neglect, you reproach me with the. 
number ot our men who are journeying toward Toulouse, as though I should 
mow that all men going toward Toulouse would pass through the cities ot 
Lisieux or Baiae. For I do not know the location ot your cities, nor do I 
know by what route those would journey whom royal edict has ordered to as-
semble in the city or Poitiers. You are the last one I expected to find 
there; nor had I heard that 1'011 were accompanying that successful expedition 
by any other means than by your prayers.. I had learned from the report ot 
many that the enterprise was not able to be conducted without the men of 
Lisieux, because their tongues have become the fire-brands of the war, and 
they themeel ves bearing fire and the sword in their hands are serving the 
Lord ot Hosts. Consequently, it is evident and clearer than the light ot 
day that tran their mouths justice should be sought. For they are the cus-
todians ot knowledge, and by the authority which is uniquely theirs, they 
can and ought to so order that the people unite in battle. You, meanwhile, 
I thought were resting quietly in the ordered peace ot your home; I did not 
know whether anyone ot those who were leaving our shores would visit you. 
For although maz\y returned from your parts, no one except William the 
ph1'sician brought any solace of a greeting to me. Yet you have seen many 
4 Verg~l, EClogues 9. 16. 25. 
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from home and from the household of my lord returning here. You, it is 
true, have done this and I have been silent. Nay more, you have been silent 
and I have been silent with you. I cannot deny that I have given a great 
deal of attention to many crossing over, some of whom, to speak ver,y confi-
dentially, I would JIlOre gladly have sent away bearing letters to you than 
with the various pieces of my household goods which they in their wickedness 
stripped me of. Lastly"lQ' talents", as you say, "have been dilled either b 
the agreeableness of sleep or by sumptuous banquets". You know indeed that 
nothing else stops a lover of pleasure, for you are mindful of the concerns 
of my lord and of ~ friends but not or private duties. Wherefore, although 
you have branded my innocence with the mark of pride, of negligence, and of 
pleasure-seeking, you have mixed these reproacnes in a letter using the 
pigments of the various painters, and because each charge was able to be 
harsh, you have delighted my ears beforehand with charming conversation, 
lest I should understand what you were saying. And you have mixed it well 
with the fire of love so that the entire potion might be agreeable. Where-
fore, be it as you wish. I yield to greater forces,5 and I interpret all 
things for the best and in friendly fashion. 
5 Dion. Cato, Breves Sententiae 11. 
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94. John to Cardinal ~ 
SUMMARY: John thanks a person of eminence (sanctitas and sublimitas uestra) 
for consoling him in his troubles. 
R. L. Poole conjectures that this letter was written in the summer 
of 1159, when John was in serious trouble, and that it may have 
been sent to Cardinal Boso. The news of Pope Adrian's death on 
August 31, had not yet reached John. See Studies !!!. ChronologY 
~ History, 279. That the sender of the consolation was at some 
distance from England is indicated by per ~ t~rrarum .!i maris 
spatia. 
As much as I can, I thank your Highness and Fidelity who has vouchsafed 
to refresh me with the solace of a written word over so great a stretch of 
land and sea. I shuddered greatly at the savageness of Fortune, while she 
was raging against the both of us, but from the time that her fury subsided, 
when peace had returned to you, I seem to perceive, through the help of God 
and your unfailing effort, a milder breeze blowing my way, though not yet 
felt nor certain. But if due to my sins, it shall happen that my hope is de 
ceived, which God forbid, I· shall with a brave and joyful spirit through the 
mercy of God subject my body to the scourge of Divine Dispensation, certain 
that no adversity will harJl'l, it I withdraw Jq neck from the yoke of iniquity. 
Furthermore, the testimony of a clear conscience makes tranquil the anxiety 
of my mind, which fears the judgment of Him alone before whose tribunal with 
in a short time will come both rich and poor, and all sons of men will be 
forced to render an account of themselves. As for the rest, what does it 
profit to plead my innocence, when your Holiness knows it clearly and COJll-
pletely? lI'a;y it be done as He wills in Heaven. He is twice an exile who is 
an exile in his own home. Meanwhile the grace of eternal happiness does not 
abandon those that are on the road. 
95. ~ to !. Kember 2!: :Y!! Chapter 2! !!!.!! 
stJ)D.(ARY: John writes to a member of the capitular body at Sens, who had 
failed in a suit at the papal court. The suit had been sent back 
to France for trial by delegates, and John advises him to submit 
to this procedure, adding that if he preferred to appeal again to 
Rome, he would offer his assistance, and sends along a letter ·to 
the Pope. See Letters, 96. 
I am astonished and grieved, my dear friend, that the Lord Pope has re-
called the grant of his indulgence and has ordered you to submit to the judg-
ment of those who are rightly suspected by you, and who will be able to as-
semble only with very great and almost insurmountable difficulty. Although 
for the time being I am perplexed, I cannot be persuaded that the left hand 
of the opposing party has prevailed over the right hand of the Roman Pontitf. 
Yet, I recall that the maiden's chastity was violated by the oftering of 
minor adornmentsl and the grandear of Rome almost destroyed by the attack ot 
the Senones.2 Rome ought to have regarded with suspicion the Senones ~en 
they brought gifts. tt3 But perhaps the chancellors and the assistants ot the 
magistrate and the most solicitous quaestors of the sacred palace have cir-
cumvented religion under the guise of defending the law and they advised 
that the Gauls be admitted while they were being cheated. Nor do I envy 
their successes,4 but I compassionate the injury to you and m1 lord the pre-
centor,5 the more so in that I am powerless to remedy these evUs. For your 
present condition is unknown to me; I am not able by investigation to put an 
1 Y::!z 1. 11. 
2Y;a:5.47. 
3 VergU, Aeneid 2. 49. 
4 Vergil, Eclogues 1. 11. 
S llatthew, afterwards Bishop of Troyes, l169-1180. 
96. ~ ~ Pope Adrian .n 
SUlOlARY: John commends the cause of the bearer, a member of the capitular 
body or Sens, and that of the precentor of Sense The matter of 
the case is related in letter 95. John then passes to his own 
affairs, and ironical~ begs Adrian to thank Bishop !mulf of 
Lisieux for having kindled the wrath of King Henr,y against him 
so that it was unsafe for him to remain in England and impossible 
or extremely' difficult to leave. 
I, who dare to disturb your ears so often, could be accused of tam.eri ty 
and arrogance if fatherly kindness did not urge on my rashness or the duty 
of fraternal charity did not plead my daring. Wherefore, by the persuasive 
sweetness of your piety, b.Y the urgency of the honest poor, and by the neces-
sity of the learned, prostrate with my entire being at the feet of your llaj-
esty I offer prayers to your Clemenc,r that you may kindly receive the person 
of the bearer of these presents and his cause and that you may not allow the 
consolation of life to be snatched away by the violence of the Archbishop of 
Sens. l You will hear what prevents his justice, as he himself relates it to 
you, if it pleases you. Besides, the precentor of Sens,2 both by the integ-
rity of his character and by his erudition and because ot that special fealty 
by which he is yours, is worthy ,to be heard as far as justice will allow. 
Now to return to my interests. You will thank the Bishop of Lisieux,:3 when 
your hcellency meets him, for kindling against me, your servant, such wrath 
of oar most serene lord the king that it is no longer safe for me to remain 
in lrngland. To leave is either impossible or very difficult. Our old men 
1 Hugh de Toucy, 1142-1168. 
2 llatthew, afterwards Bishop ot !royes, 1169-ll~. 
:3 Arnult, Bishop of Lisieux, ll4l-1l8l. 
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are doing well. We shall scarcely wrest anything tram the Abbot ot Reading4 
tor the work ot our R., since he has circwavented TOU with his Thomas. Os-
bert, Archdeacon ot York,5 has tailed in the purgation. lIhoever suggests 
otherwise to TOu, do not believe hiM. 
4 Reading, a Benedictine monastery in Berkshire. 
5 See Letters, 72, 73, 88. 
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97. Archbishop Theobald ~ ih! Abbess 2! Amesbury 
SUMMARY: Theobald orders the Abbess of Amesbury, a Benedictine nunnery near 
Salisbury, Wiltshire, either to restore the Church of Froyle and 
its possessions to Jordan, the Treasurer of Salisbury, or to ap-
pear before him on the Octave of the Assumption, see Letters, 98. 
As often as ecclesiastical individuals oppose ecclesiastical sanctions 
by spurning every law, they ought to be punished more severely in the measur 
they seem to approach the crime of sacrilege and the evil of apostacy. Upon 
them, indeed, is rightly inflicted the severity of the law who under the gar 
of religion and under an impious covering of piety attempt to overthrow jus-
tice, with impunity. We have often heard that this was your course of action. 
If those things are true which are reported, impiety is openly breaking 
forth and as you employ your daring in harming the innocent, you are equally 
wishing joy to the Roman schismaticsl who find pleasure in our infirmity. 
But God is able to bring peace to His own Church and to lighten our burden 
at His good pleasure, and to recompense you appropriately. We have deferred 
the punishment of suspension temporarily, but as it is reported, you will 
not allow the punishment to be suspended any longer. You are endeavoring to 
abrogate the statutes of the apostolic see, and you are sharpening the execu 
tioner's axe for the hasty severing of the root of your foundation. For it 
is well known that our beloved son Jordan,2 treasurer of the Church of Salis 
bury has been established in possession of the Church of Froyle3 by our Lord 
Pope, Adrian. You, to the harm of the apostolic see and to our hurt, with 
1 After the death of Pope Adrian IV on August 31, 1159, a schism headed 
by the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa broke out in the Church. See Letters, 
115. 
2 Le Neve, Fasti 2. 645. 
3 Upper Froyle, Alton, Hampshire. 
ar.med retainers--a course of action which in no way becomes a woman, nor a 
nun, nor any religious--have attempted, as his complaints indicate, to de-
prive him of the possession of this church. Wherefore, as we cannot in 
justice fail him, we lay upon you the command to restore the said church with 
all its goods in its entirety without delay, or to appear before us on the 
Octave of the Assumption of ~ to answer the charges. Although, accord-
ing to law, we are enabled to punish your lack of obedience, yet we prefer 
through patience to wait until you quickly correct your mistakes, and thus 
deserve to escape the threatening penalties. Jordan has been strengthened 
by apostolic favor; he has been fortified by your letters; he has been 
strengthened by a sufficient number of witnesses, as you know, and you should 
have remambered how faithfully and advantageously he himself and his friends 
have often toiled for you. 
4. August 22. 
98. Archbishoe Theobald i2. ~. Abbess of Amesbury 
sUMMARY: Treats of the same case as letter 97, and was written shortly 
after the first letter at the kingts behest. From the mention 
of Adrian, it can be inferred that the case arose after that 
Pope t s death on August 31, 1159. 
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Royal authority forces us to avenge the injur,y to the holy Roman Church 
and, to say nothing of our own injur,y, the contempt of royal majesty. How-
ever, that we might not be forced to act, we have reminded you with paternal 
gentleness to the effect that you should restore to our beloved son Jordan, 
the treasurer, the possession of the Church of Froyle which it is well known 
had been given to him by the Raman Church during the rule of Pope Adrian, an 
fran which, after the edict of the lord ldng in contempt of the Roman Church 
forcibly and without judicial arrangement you ejected him, as his reiterated 
complaints testify. But because you have persevered in your obstinacy up to 
the present, we enjoin you b,y command to the effect that according to the 
order of our mistress the queen, which you have received, you allow the 
aforesaid Jordan to hold possession of the aforesaid church, just as he 
possessed it in the passagel of the lord king, b,y apostolic authority. Oth-
erwise, when you will appear before us on the Octave of the Blessed Mary, 
you will not be able to escape unpunished this contempt of the holy Roman 
Church. And if the queen should correct what you committed against the 
edict of the king with condign punishment, we shall make that valid, since 
from the authority of the canons, when laws are spurned in such wise, mili-
tar,.. forces must be employed to check such evil. We are also forbidding you 
1 This may refer to the ldng t S passage to Normandy on August 15, 1158. 
through apostolic author! ty and that of our Olm, tran presuming to remove 
the tithes and goods of the church before the trial of the court. 
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99. Archbishop Theobald ~ Archdeacon Thomas Becket 
SW8(ARY: Theobald informs his Archdeacon, Thomas Becket, that he proposes 
to abolish all the evil customs that have arisen during his arch-
bishopric, and specifically that of the "secunda auxilia", which 
was begun by his brother Walter, when archdeacon of Canterbury. 
The letter was probably written in the autumn ot 1159 when Theo-
bald fell into his last illness. A passage in letter 104, which 
was written near the end of the same year, inc:l1cates that Thomas 
did not submit to the loss ot the "auxilia" without a protest. 
We are afflicted more than we could express to you or to anyone, and 
as yet we have not escaped happUy. But we have hopes at coming out ad-
vantageously because for us, by the help of God, a plan has been proposed 
whereby we may satisfy our tormentor and ward off eternal punishment by 
immediate correction, and we are more certain at pardon the DIOre grievous-
11' we are distressed by present punishment of the body. For God chastises 
every son that He receives.1Wherefore, we are prepared to accept in a 
patient and joyful spirit the bitter things from the hand of God, we who 
have so often received pleasant things for our use or abuse. Thus, whether 
we live or whether we die, we are the Lord's.2 Nothing else do we desire 
in life, although we deflect somewhat from the agreement as long as we 
adopt your advice or that of the lord ldng. In the meantime, we shall set 
in order our house and our souls and, with sufficient help trom God, we 
shall adjust matters JIOre effectually with the advice of religious men. 
MOreover, there is something that we have thought of as much through our 
spirit as trom a sense ot religious obligation--that all evil customs 
1 Hebrews 12. 6. 
2 ROIIlana 14. 8. 
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initiated in our times and through our agency in the archbishopric, we shall 
correct before our death. Whence, as we seem to be living through our last 
days, we bave promised the Lord, among other things, to destroy the custom 
of "secunda auxilia It which our brother, 3 the archdeacon, levied on the 
churches. Alleviating and liberating the churches from these exactions, 
we bave prohibited under anathema that they be demanded further b.1 anyone. 
And that this our grant, or rather our gift, may not be rendered invalid in 
future ages, we confirm it through this writing. You also, if you had seen 
our difficulties of the present, would be thankful tor whatever you saw ac-
complished for our salvation, and you would prefer our spirit to be freed 
rather than that money and untold wealth be amassed through our sins into 
our damnation. Thence, it is that we cannot acquiesce at present in the 
exaction of this aid without damaging our promise and endangering our salva-
tion. But if God will give us life and health, which we have not as yet 
successfully obtained, we hope that the Lord will so provide for you through 
our endeavors that you will not need such aids and will thank God because 
He has freed His Church from an evil practice in our times. Wherefore, we 
ask that you consider what we have done as worthy of thanks, for the entire 
world ldll avail little to us if we should lose our souls. 4 
3 Walter, then Archdeacon of Canterbury, and afterwards, Bishop of 
Rochester, 1148-1182. 
4 llatthew 16. 26. 
100. i2h!! to Abbot Peter !1l -.Ce;;.;;ll=.e 
SUMMARY: John sends his newly-finished book, Policraticus, to Peter, and 
asks him to correct it. 
This letter can be dated about September, 1159. John tinished 
Policraticus betore the siege ot Toulouse was ended, see 
Pollcra ticus 8. 25, ed. Webb 424. He also speaks ot Adrian IV 
as still living (Policraticus 8. 23). The siege ended about 
the beginning of October and this could not be known in England 
until the middle of that month, while Adrian IV died on August 
31 and this news would not reach England until October 1. John 
probably tinished the Pollcraticus sometime betore he wrote the 
letter, as he canplains that William de Brito had kept it tor 
some time. 
The value of triendship ordains tha t all things should be shared mu-
94 
tually and the censorship ot discretion excludes tran the inner sanctwn of 
friendship those who arrogate to themselves their own affections in preter-
ence to their friends'. For who doubts that the,y whose soul is one ought 
to share their cammon interests if the truth ot the protession in the prom-
ise of love be preserved? It, perchance, it is this that unites and fash-
ions triends b.r the connecting link of love, as Chalcid1usl says, so that by 
a remarkable interweaving of grace one spirit is tormed fran many, and as 
Plato puts it, the same spirit presides over many bodies ot true lovers, 
who, although the soul may be one tor the service of natural or kindred 
valor, sometimes grows quite strong more extensively in individuals or is 
retarded according to the quallty of the bodies. Wherefore, since I have 
protessed ~self a friend ot yours, I gladlY recognize the comradeship in 
temporal and spiritual affairs, with the exception ot the oppressive burden 
1 Camnent. in Platonis Timaeum c. 44. ed. F. G. A. llulla chi us , Fragm. 
Philosoph -:-Graec ., Paris, 1867 2. 147 ff. 
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which I have received from ~ father and 10rd2 due to his lasting and crit-
ical illness. In his misfortune I desire all, the dearer in trust and in 
truth they are to me, to have no part. Meanwhile, may that sorrow be mine 
as it is not advantageous that it be yours. If this be displeasing to you, 
may all other interests, so far as I am concerned, be shared together in so 
far as they are advantageous and can be shared, and with sincerity our guid-
i08 light, let all conoerns be cClDl1lon to us. For I do not favor those thi 
which do not admit canpanionship, or destroy it. Although the arithmeti-
cians oppose, the doctors cry out loudly against it, nay more, although 
nature herself is astonished, I do not favor those forces which divide an 
inaeparable unity. Far be it that I should be the cause that we be not 
the same in whatever we seek or avoid} I should prefer to exert myself that 
we be one heart and one soul in the Lord. Thus the lower partakes of the 
loftier, and the sun, although he be brilliantly clear, does not disdain to 
acknowledge that the streams are related to the clouds, that the earthly 
deposits are connected with the renewal of his heat and vigor. By recip-
rocal help all things endure; the heavy masses are balanced in turn by the 
light, and actuall7 these bodies thus continue because at the same time the 
spirit of union within nourish8a4 so great a har.mony of discordant things 
and a discord of conoordant things and, that they may harmonize mutually, by 
a certain delegated assistance it arranges the parts of the worldly boqy as 
members. Thus in the huaan boqy the members sedulously serve one another 
2 Theobald. 
:3 Sallust, Catiline 20. 4. 
4 Vergil, Aeneid 6. 726. 
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in turn, and the duties of each single one are determined by general use. 
These are farther removed, those, less, from the mass of the structure; but, 
in securing the health of the body, all are united. They have various op-
erations, but if you consider the benefit of health, they concur in the same 
purpose. Nor are all things equalized, but the lower members serve the 
higher. For the foot, which belongs on the ground, does not aspire to the 
rank of the head; but the head, which bears itself erect in the air, does 
not scorn the foot which is situated on the ground. Thus, if it is not dis-
pleasing, let us have dealings with ourselves and our friends. However, I 
shall reveal what I have at hand if your seriousness deigns to consider 
trifles •. Wherefore, you requite serious things with trifles, since in Ap-
pulia I know from experience that gold is wasted on trifles.; I have 
brought out a book about the vanities of the courtiers6 and the traditions 
of the philosophers which will please or displease me, dependent upon your 
decision. It is unpolished and is deSirous, by ~ order, of being corrected 
by you, a friend. It was on its way to an illustrious man, the Chancellor7 
to the King of England, but check it, unless you deem it expedient to allow 
it to circulate. For it is garrulous and will have scarcely a friend in the 
court. I do not wish it to make me an en~ at the court. I beg that you 
polish it unhesitatingly and send it back corrected to an awaiting friend. 
Not, indeed, as that thief, Brito of Canterbury, 8 from whose hand it could 
; From the Old French estouppes or estoupes--trifles. The phrase is 
translated, "gold is wasted on trifles". 
6 Policraticus §!3!! .9! Nugis Curialiwn .!i Vestigiis PhilosoEhorum, ed. C. 
C. J. Webb, Oxford, 1909. 
7 The book was dedicated to Thomas Becket. 
8 William Brito, Sub-Prior of Christ Church, eanterbury. 
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not be snatched beiore it was entirely covered with red ink, doubtless in 
order that it might more easily be censured when it comes betore the eyes 
ot the enemy. I had heard that this was the custom among the Greeks, but I 
did not know that it was the custcu among the Britons. 
101. John to Abbot Peter of Celle 
-- -------
SUJOlARY: John writes tha t malevolent in! ormers have kindled the king 's 
wrath against him, and lists the charges that have been made. 
He fears that exile is near and has determined to quit England 
at the end of the year. This letter was written near the end 
of 1159. Peter of Celle was in constant touch with John dur-
ing this trouble. Indeed, it may have been he who first 
warned John of the impending trouble. (See postscript to his 
letter 67, Jligne, f. 1. 202. 514.) Two letters of Peter con-
cerned with this affair have been preserved, number 75, written 
during the swmner of 1159, and nwnber 71, written later. See 
Migne, l. 1. 202. 522, 517. 
I gratefully seized the opportunity of writing to you when I saw a 
man here who, I believed, was about to return to you. Therefore, although 
the message of your greeting was kindly undertaken by him, as far as the 
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return of the greeting to you was concerned, I arranged with a certain amoun 
of caution because the individual was unknown to me. Wherefore, I am de-
scribing the news around here in part. Would that I could write more joyful 
news. After I returned from the Reman Church, Fortune heaped upon me so 
great a weight of bitterness that I consider myself to have borne up to this 
time almost nothing of adversity. You marvel, perhaps, and are astonished 
at what has been able to disturb me so greatly. I shall disclose it briefly 
in your ears. The utter indignation of our most serene lord, most powerful 
king, of our unconquerable prince has been enkindled against me. If you 
seek the cause, perhaps I cherished him more than was just, I urged his 
promotion beyond what was fitting, longing with utter desire of my heart for 
this one thing that he, who, I believed, was living in exile by the shafts 
of fortune, I might behold reigning with divine mercy on the soil of our 
fathers and proclaiming his law to the peoples and nations. Thus, perhaps, 
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the Lord decreed to punish the impatience of ~ desire. For whatever is 
sought impatiently brings thorns of sorrow either by loss or gain. I do not 
censure this fault, but the charge directed against my innocence entirely 
transcends my powers, and it should be able to excuse my littleness by its 
very size. Alone in the ldngdom, I am said to lessen the royal majesty. 
"When they wring from me the admission of my guilt, they hurl it back into my 
face. When anyone invokes the Roman name here, they impute the blame to me. 
The fact that when elections were to be made known or ecclesiastical cases 
were to be examined, the Church of England dared to arrogate to herself the 
semblance of liberty caused the blame to be charged to me as though I alone 
were advising the lord of Canterbur,y and the other bishops regarding neces-
sar.y steps. I am in terror due to these causes also, that it is believed 
these denunciations threaten exile for me. For the sake of justice if it is 
necessar.y, I shall endure that, not only with peace of mind but even with 
joy. Whence, after the first of Januaryl I believe that I shall depart from. 
England, and indeed, abiding by your advice, I shall either delay in France 
or cross to the Church in Rome. Yeanwhile, as much thanks as I can I give 
to your goodness in behalf cl the honor and liberality which you bestowed on 
my brother, and for me, I pray you, return thanks to the Abbot of Boullencour 
concerning the visitation of my brother. After the Prior of Chantemerle2 has 
secretely inspected these letters, take care that they do not pass before the 
eyes and ears of more. 
1 Januar.y 1, 1160. 
2 Boullencour and Chantemerle were monasteries in the diocese of Troyes. 
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102 • ~ 12 Thomas, !!!! Provost .2! Celle 
SUMMARY: John refers the prior to letter 101, and tells him that his uncle 
and friend are well. 
After you have seen the letters which I sent to the Lord ot Celle, 
your prudence will be able to judge my position in part. However, this es-
pecially pertains to you; you know your uncle P. is safe and sound and 
dwells in great prosperity. I and the Treasurer ot Yorkl saw the one whom 
we have entrusted with your entreaties to the lord cbancello~ of the ldng 
safe and in good health, although he is not able to be entirely iDmune from 
the exactions of the ldng. 
1 John Belmeis, later Bishop ot Poitiers and Archbishop of ~ons. 
2 Thanas Becket. 
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103. ~ ~ )laster Ernulf 
SUWARY: John begs Ernulf to urge Thomas Becket to influence the king 
in his favour, and to report how the king received the petitions 
of the pope, the archbishop and the chancellor. This letter was 
written in late 1159 when John had Pope Adrian and the others 
interceding for him. John sent Adrian's letter of intercession 
to Becket (see Letters, 104), and Theobald's letter is 105. 
To his very dear friend, Master ~nulf,l his John sends greetings and 
a pledge of his true love: 
I know the Lord Chancellor burdened by the throng of pressing business 
and by various occupations of t~e curia and by the demands of home affairs 
is unable to be at leisure for promoting the petitions of friends except 
by the encouragement of another. And so, I, presuming on your friendship, 
beg that when you have read the letters which I sent to him, you may rouse 
him to renew the favor of the lord king in my regard and by return mail 
indicate your plan to me. Write carefully, if you please, in your letters 
how the lord king receives the requests of the Lord Pope, the Archbishop 
of Canterbury and of the chancellor. It is far more honorable, honest~ and 
truly to forearm a friend, than artfully to deceive him. Then, too, darts 
which are foreseen are less injurious.2 
1 Ernulf was secretary to Becket when archbishop; he conveyed the great 
seal to the king when Becket resigned the chancellorship. See Becket 
Materials, 4. 265. 
2 See Greg. Homi1. in Euange ~. 21. 9-19. Jligne l. &. 76. 1612. 
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104. ~ ~ Archdeacon Thomas Becket 
SUMMARY: John entreats Becket's intercession with the king, sends him the 
Pope's letter of petition and assures him of Theobald's favour. 
He also mentions that the archbishop has stopped the "auxilia" of 
Becket's churches. This letter was written at the end of 1159. 
Among the countless heavy injuries of raging fortune against me, I 
bear nothing more grievous than that destitute of the solace of friends, 
I find no companion in my cares nor canrade of the thoughts of my heart. 
You will easily be able to understand on what condition my lot depends, 
setting aside the evidences of my complaints from those which you see and 
hear and of which you have learned through long experience. That I may 
disclose in a few words what troubles me: from the time our friends returned 
from you they have won their lord to their way of thinking by promises and 
rumors, practically excluding me except when troubles had to be borne. 
Nor indeed do I envy them; I marvel the more. 1 
Wherefore, if the devotion of my littleness is able to accomplish 
anything with Your Excellency, if there is any remembrance of an old ac-
quaintance, if the arrow of fortune has not turned the pledge of my tried 
friendship, arrange matters so that the indignation conceived in my regard 
gratuitously may be mitigated by the favor of our most serene lord the king, 
so that I may plead my innocence in his good will or if in anything I have 
merited his friendship I may be allowed by appropriate satisfaction to se-
cure the same. Thus, more uprightly and freely, either by the favor of 
letters or by the employment of another's zeal, great in its solicitude, 
1 Vergil, Eclogues 1. 11. 
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I shall be able to withdraw my very self from hardship, mistrust, and peril& 
As it is at present, if anything be done properly, credit goes to some one 
else; if anything evil, to me is it imputed. No evil exists in the state 
which I have not caused. Perhaps my absence will excuse me very opportunely 
that you may the more easily bend his will. I am sending the letters of our 
Lord Pope interceding in my behalf to your love, which, if you please, you 
will take care to be restored to me; these, the messenger of Lord ~,2 not 
having been requested to do so, brought to me without a reply. The lord of 
Canterbury is following up this petition of the Lord Pope with his letters.3 
Concerning the rest of your affairs you have ordered me to be careful; glad-
ly do I obey, even when my toil avails nothing. Our lord has ordered the 
revenues of your own churches to be withdrawn from you.4 When others were 
resisting me, vainly did I direct my arms against the torrent. But do you 
write to him about this. Concerning the state of the island and our own 
affairs, I fear to write more to you, since through the ill-will of fortune 
same of my letters have fallen among robbers, others are suffering ship-
wreck, others to my harm are impudently thrusting themselves before the eyes 
of my prince. In these and other concerns, write what I should do. 
2 Neal, Bishop of Ely, 1133-1169. 
3 See Letters, 105. 
4 See Letters, 99. 
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105. Archbishop Theobald ~ ~ Henrl .il 
SUMMARY: John at this time (ll59) was in serious trouble with Henry II, so 
much so that he was thinking of withdrawing from England before 
the beginning of January, 1160. (See Letters, 101.) Theobald had 
incurred the censure of certain cardinals, and wishing to be re-
stored to favour (See studies ia ChronologY and History, 268, 
278.) he sent John to Rome to bring about a reconciliation. On 
his return in the spring of 1159, John was attacked for his con-
duct of the mission b,y Bishop Arnulf of Lisieux, who delated him 
to Henry II (See Letters, 91). John must have withdrawn f rom pub-
lic life while this storm lasted, for it was during this time that 
he finished and revised his two large works, the Policraticus and 
the lletalogicon. This letter may have been written in late 1159 
or early 1160. See Letters, 104. 
Love begets confidence and it is wont to deal more trustfully with him 
whom it loves more ardently. I believe that the affection which I have en-
tertained for you is more properly and profitably demonstrated in deeds 
rather than in words. Still I have never been able to satisfy the affection 
in proportion to .my desires. He who lmows all things, realizes that the .de-
votion which is mine in your regard ever exceeds my strength, and SO I hope 
that your majesty, in the affection of your kindness, will condescend to me 
and .my little ones. But long ago I recall that I cODlllended all my children 
to you. Now, however, I seek your favor for him before the rest who in my 
obedience has labored before all others and has received very little from. my 
hand, although by the sincerity of his fidelity and the evidence of his 
labor, he has merited more. Prostrate at the feet of your Clemency, there-
fore, with all the devotion of which I am capable I beg that you consider 
recommended and that your kindness supply my deficiency in his regard and 
when he shall lose me may your serene highness answer him with affectionate 
interest and the comfort of a lost father. John of Salisbury is he whom I 
would cormnend to another had I another more powerful among .my friends and 
10; 
106. ~ ~ Master Geoffrey, !. Kinsman 
StIMMARy: John humbly thanks his kinsman, Geoffrey, a monk of Bury St. Ed-
munds, who has offered him some salutary advice. The advice may 
have been tendered in 1159, when John was seriously' thinking of 
qui tting England in face of the storm that was assailing him.. 
If this conjecture is correct, the letter may be dated late in 
1159. John tells Peter in letter 127, that friends had dis-
suaded him from taldng such a course. 
To his friend and most dear relative, Geoffrey, John of Salisbur,r sends 
his greetings and everything better than that. Although I have often re-
ceived your letters, yet not as frequnetly as I should wish, the arrival of 
none of them was so pleasing as those which indicated to me under the au-
thority of damestic instruction the necessity of the truth. For I rejoice 
that from the treasury of your knowledge, now at last, the EDCaDlple of your 
uprightness, which you were keeping to yourself, has been shared with me. 
Forsooth, by these and like manifestations I shall be enabled to be animated 
to courageous deeds and with the help of the Lord, to scale loftier heights, 
if He stretches over me the hand of His favour, provided that He make clear 
the end of those burdens whose beginning He remembers Himself to be. And 
although the remembrance of that sorrow of ours, whichever it may be, may be 
pleasant, and the decision seem commendable, yet He is, as I think, the con-
solation through whose agency anyone will be able to be delivered tram his 
griet. Great indeed is it to be renowned by positions of honor, but without 
any doubt, it is greater to earn the same by the title ot virtue. Whence, 
he who has attained the reward of virtue, even if he does not come into the 
possession ot the wealth of this world and the scornful arrogance of honor, 
yet he ought to be content with the good conferred; lest if due to the 
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restlessness of a conscience unwilling to endure material failure, he should 
complain as though he had received an injury, by this very fault of ingrat-
itude he apparently has made himself unworthy of the reward which seems to 
be his. But would that, if we do not secure the reward of our striving, we 
may not be deprived of the merit also. Nor do I propose these things for 
this end that I may withdraw from the instruction of an old man,l whom I 
have determined must be obeyed with complete exaction of mind and body. Be-
cause you fear pusillanimity of the spirit and have a dread of suspicion, 
you indeed act wisely and in friendly fashion. For I am not greater than 
Pompey, nor the one who conquered him, nor more prudent than Augustus, nor 
more eloquent than Cicero or Curio.2 To what extent the breath of suspicion 
has harmed him oft-trodden succession of history has taught you. I pass 
over in silence how often the pussilanimity of the Jews rather than the 
fortitude of the Gentiles broke the spirit of a victorious Machabee. 
Whence, it is evident that I shall not be able to withstand, unaided, the 
attacks of these enemies unless, meanwhile, He supports me who protects man 
from pusillanimity of spirit and from the storm. In His strength I shall 
not fear what man may thrust upon me from without or the flesh may complain 
of from within. As for the rest, a swift horse, however fast he may be, as 
soon as the goad ceases to urge him on, slackens his pace, and as someone 
1 This may be Bernard of Chartres, "senex Carnotensis" of whose method of 
teaching John gives so large a description. See Policraticus 7. 1.3. 
ed. Webb, 2. 145. 
2 C. Scribonius Curio, the Elder, consul 76 B. C.; died 5.3 B. C. He was 
highly praised by Cicero as a brilliant ora tor. See Cicero, Brutus 59, 
216. 
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has said: 
Ease corrupts the mind; and waters 
That are not troubled quickly became stagnant.3 
Thus, also, my mind, which through its own fault--I shall not say by nature-
is lazy, will not lay aside its innate cowardice if it be not aroused more 
frequently by' the stings of exhortation. Thus it will be the role of your 
industry and diligence more frequently to shake out the torpor of my slug-
gishness, so that virtue, not its own but that of' another, may inspire him 
to better performance. For in this especially I think the pledge of true 
friendship lies if you deal with me in such a way that you do not spare lIfT 
faults; and that they may be more carefully avoided in the future, you set 
them up before my face, lest by steadily becoming worse in that regard, I 
may be displeasing to others in that point in which, at one time or another, 
I shall not moW' I _s displeasing to lIfTself. 
3 Ovid, ex Ponto 1. 5. 5-6. 
- Cernis ut ignauam corrumpant otia corpus 
Ut capiant uitium, ni moueantur, aquae. 
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58 Normandy' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • 61 2 
75 71 29 
83 98 90 
BL. Northampton............... 67 20 
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Letter Page Letter Page 
North Wales •••••••••••••••• 75 35 Ralph of Sarr ••••••••••••• 93 78 
Norvrich •••••••••••••••••••• 63 5 Ravello ••••••••••••••••••• 67 20 
64 8 Read.ing ••••••••••••••••••• 96 S7 
80 47 Reginald •••••••••••••••••• 89 72 85 60 Rheints •••••••••••••••••••• 66 17 
()cio •••••••••••••••••••••••• 86 62 Richard ••••••••••••••••••• S8 69 
87 65 Richard of Salisbury •••••• 66 19 
leans ..•••.•••••.•.••••.• 93 79 Robert •••••••••••••••••••• 92 77 
Orv"ieto •••••••••••••••••••• 67 20 Robert of st. Andrews ••••• 84 56 
Osbert, ••••••••••••••••••••• 72 31 Robert, Bishop of Exeter •• 88 69 
73 32 Robert of Salisbury ••••••• 66 19 
79 46 Rochester ••••••••••••••••• 99 93 86 63 Roger ••••••••••••••••••••• 89 71 88 68 Roger of Salesby •••••••••• 65 14 96 S7 Roger, Archbishop of York.:: 80 47 
.......................... 102 100 81 50 
Pagham, John ••••••••••••••• 63 5 83 55 64 10 86 62 
raria .••.••••••••••..•...•• 65 11 ROJIl8n ••••••••••••••••••••• 64 8 
Pershore ••••••••••••••••••• 89 72 67 20 
Peter of Cella ••••••••••••• 65 11 68 23 66 16 69 26 
75 35 70 28 
85 58 74 34 100 94 SS 69 101 98 95 84 106 105 97 S8 
Peter's pence •••••••••••••• 68 25 98 90 
Philip of Flanders .•••••• " • 86 63 101 98 
Picard)'" .••••••••••••••••••• 84 56 ROJD.8 •••••••••••••••••••••• 67 21 
Pi sa nus , Cardinal Guido .••• 68 23 69 26 
Pit, Ralph ••••••••••••••••• 66 17 71 29 
Plato .•.•••••••••••••.••••• 100 94 .72 31 
Poi tiers .•••••••••••••••••• 61 2 73 32 
S7 67 74 33 
93 78 82 53 102 100 86 62 
Policraticus ••••••••••••••• 100 94 S7 65 
Panpey ••••••••••••••••••••• 106 106 91 75 
Provins •••••••••••••••••••• 66 19 92 77 
75 35 95 84 85 58 101 99 
.......................... 96 87 105 104 
alph •••••••••••••••••••••• 65 1; Roxburghshire ••••••••••••• 84 56 
Iph, Master •••••••••••••• 80 47 st. Aigu.lf .••••••••••••••• 75 35 83 55 85 58 
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Letter Page Letter Page 
Andrews ....•••••••••••• 84 56 Theobald, Archbishop •••••• 66 16 
t. Augustine, Abbot of •••• 67 20 67 20 
68 24 68 23 
Augl.lStine, Monks .•••••• 67 22 74 33 
68 24 76 39 
71 29 77 41 
89 71 81 50 
Bernard .......•....•..• 75 37 86 62 
Berlin ....•.•..•....... 68 25 88 68 
72 31 89 71 
73 32 91 75 
86 62 92 77 
87 65 97 88 
. Cosmas and Damian •••••• 68 23 99 92 
t. Frodoberta ••••••••••••• 75 38 100 95 
t. John the Baptist ••••••• 89 72 103 101 
t. JI1.m.ori ••••••••••••••••• 75 38 104 102 
t. Q:aer ••••••••••••••••••• 86 63 105 104 
t. Pudentiana .•••.•••••••• 68 23 Theobald, COWlt ••••••••••• 61 2 
t. Remigius ••••••••••••.•• 66 16 Thomas, Brother ••••••••••• 65 15 
t. Sa.vina •••••••......•.•. 75 38 66 18 
88 69 85 58 
97 88 96 87 
105 104 Thomas of Norwich ••••••••• 85 60 
106 105 Throwley- .•••.•..•••••••••• 86 62 
rr ..•.•.••....•.....••..• 93 78 Tiron ................•...• 84 56 
cotland ••.••••.•.••••••••• 84 56 Toulouse ..•••••••..•••••.• 91 75 
67 20 93 78 
84 56 100 94 
75 37 Touraine ••••.••••.•••••••• 61 1 
95 84 TroY8S .••••••..••••••••••• 85 58 
96 86 95 84 
95 84 96 86 
65 14- 101 99 
67 21 Turbe, William .••••••••••• 63 5 
aon ...................... 66 19 64 8 QMerset ••••••••••••••••••• 91 75 a> 47 
orath .•••••••.•.•••••••••• 65 1.3 Vergil ..••••.••••.•••••••• 65 1.3 
tephen, K:f.zlg •••••••••••••• 86 62 Vernon .••••••.••••••••.••• 61 2 
88 68 Walkelin ................... 6.3 55 
utl-Alp1ne .....•...•.....•. 75 .35 64 8 
tolk .................. . '. 6.3 5 a> 47 
trl ...................... 67 20 walter .•••••••.•...••••.•• 89 72 
67 22 99 92 
phoria .••••••••••••••••• 88 68 Westminster ..•.••••.•..••• 88 69 
erouanne-Boulogne ••••••••• 90 74 I1gtord .••••••••.••••••••• a> 47 
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Letter Page 
William, Brother ••••••••••• SO 47 
85 58 
93 81 
William de Andeuilla .•••••• 89 71 
William Fitz Herbert ..••••• 88 68 
William of Sici~ •••••••••• 67 20 
William of Ypres ••••••••••• 86 62 
87 66 
wiltshire ....•••••.•.•••••• 97 88 
chcaDbe •••.•.••••••••••. 89 72 
Winchester ...•.•...••••..•• 77 42-
7S 45 
79 46 
SS 68 
worcester ...•.•••.•.••••••• 63 5 
64 10 
SO 47 
89 71 
yar.mouth ••••••••••••••••••• 83 55 
York ••••••••••••••••••••••• 62 3 
72 31 
73 32 
80 47 
81 50 
83 54 
80 56 
86 63 
87 65 
SS 68 
96 87 
102 100 
Ypres ......••.•.••...•....• 86 62 
87 66 
CH.lPT!'.R IV 
IBDEI OF QtJOl'ATIafS 
Acts 7.51 · ............................. . 
Canticles 2.S.8 ..•••......•....•.•........ 
..................... 
..................... 
......................... 
1 Corinthians 15 • .32 
10.1.3 
DeuteronCll1' 8 • .3 
.32.15 
Genesis 18.27 
Hebrews 5.7 
· ...................... . 
· ......................... . 
· ......................... . 
12.6 · ........................... . 
· ........................... . Isaias 50.7 
5.1, 2 
James 4.9 
· ........................ . 
· ........................ . 
Jeremias Lamentations ............... 
Job .30 • .31 
John 15.5 
16 • .3.3 
10.12 
Judges 5.15 
............... 
............................ 
· ............................. . 
.......................... ' .... 
.............................. 
· ........................... . 
Leviticus 2.1.3 
Luke 4.4 
· ........................ . 
• ••••••••• e •••••••••••••••• 
1l.5 
12.42 
1l.12 
................................ 
· ............................. . 
· ............................. . 
.......................... 
· ......................... . 
Jlacbabees 6.18-28 
Jlatthew 2.3 . .32 
22.21 
12.45 
10.,36 
26.58 
26.7.3 
16.26 
· ............................ . 
· ............................. . 
· .......................... . 
· ......................... . 
• •••••••••••••••• e· ......... . 
· ........................... . 
Peter 2.20 · ......................... . 
5.8 
Philippians 4.1.3 
. 2.21 
· .......................... . 
• •.••••••••••• e •••••••••• 
· ...................... . 
Psalma 9.17 
1l.7 
124 . .3 
88 • .38 
2.21 • .................. e ..... .. 
· .............................. . 
· ........................... . 
· ........................... . 
· ................................. . 
.34.12; .37.21 
6.3.4; 1.39.4 
........................ 
......................... 
· ........................ . Romans 8 . .35-.39 
8.28 
14.8 
· ................................. . 
.............................. 
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89 72 
76 40 
74 .34 
75 .36 
65 1.3 
76 .39 
64 8 
80 48 
99 92 
62 .3 
65 1.3 
72 .31 
76 .39 
77 4.3 
72 .31 
75 .36 
75 .37 
76 40 
75 .36 
66 18 
65 13 
76 .39 
76 40 
76 40 
69 26 
61 2 
77 4.3 
78 44 
80 48 
80 48 
9.3 78 
99 9.3 
64 9 
89 71 
75 .36 
89 72 
90 74 
66 17 
66 18 
75 .36 
85 61 
90 74 
9.3 79 
67 20 
75 .36 
99 92 
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CLASSICAL QUOTATIONS 
Let ter f!.&!. 
Cato, Breves Sententiae 11 •.•••••••••••• 93 82 
Cicero, Brutus 59.216 ••••••••••••••••••• 106 106 
Cicero, Epistula ad Faa. 15.4 ••••••••••• 66 18 
Gregory, Haail. in luange Luc 21.9-19 ••• 103 101 
Horace, Ars Poetica 4.4 •.•••••••••••••.. 93 .80 
Horace, !Pedes 110, 11 ••..•.••.•••••••.. 65 12 
Horace, !pedes 1.19.8 •.••••••••••••••••• 65 13 
U. 'V1"' 1.11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9; 81.,. 
11Y75.47 ......................•........ 95 84 
Lucan, Pharsalia 8.85 ••••••••••••••••••• 77 42 
Ovid, ex Ponto 1.5.5-6 •••••••••••••••.•• 106 107 
Salluat, Catiline 20.4 •••••••••••••••••• 100 95 
statiua, Thebaid 12.817 ..••••••••••••••• 62 3 
Vergil, Aeneid 4.67 ••••••••••••••••••••• 67 22 
Vergil, Aeneid 1.202 •.•••••••••••••••••• 75 35 
Vergil, Aeneid 6.95 •••••••••••••••••••.. 75 37 
Vergil, Aeneid 2.49 ••••••••••••••••••••• 95 84 
Vergil, Aeneid 6.726 •••••••••••••••••••• 100 95 
Vergil, Eclogues 9.16.25 .•.••••••••••••• 9' 81 
VergU, Eclogues 2.49 ••••••••••••••••••• 95 84 
Vergil, Eclogues 1.11 •••••••.••••••••••• 104 102 
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